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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Scope 

This document provides a description of the SoloHI instrument on Solar Orbiter and how it 
will be operated. It outlines how the planned observations meet the science goals of the 
mission. It gives a description of detector operation and on-orbit instrument calibration.  It 
describes the management and implementation of science planning, commanding, telemetry 
handling, and data management. 

1.2 Documentation 

1.2.1 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTATION 

The following documents are relevant to SoloHI science and operations: 

EID-B SOLOHI, i3.2d4 Solar Orbiter Experiment Interface Document – Part B 
NCST-ICD-HI003 SoloHI Camera Electronics Command, Telemetry and Data 

Handling ICD 
SCI-S/2007/157, i1.– Solar Orbiter Science Management Plan  
SOL-ESC-IF-05010, i1r0 Solar Orbiter Planning Interface Definition Document 
SOL-ESC-IF-05011, i1r0 Solar Orbiter Data Dissemination Interface Definition 
SOL-ESC-IF-10002, i2r0 Solar Orbiter Instrument FOP Procedure Input ICD 
SOL-ESC-PL-00001, i1r1 Solar Orbiter Mission Implementation Plan 
SOL-EST-RCD-0050 Solar Orbiter Experiment Interface Document – Part A  
SOL-EST-RS-1858 Solar Orbiter Science Requirements Document 
SOL-SGS-ICD-0003, i0r2 Solar Orbiter Instrument Operation Request ICD (IOR ICD) 
SOL-SGS-TN-0003, i1r0 Solar Orbiter Low-Latency Data: Concept and Implementation 
SOL-SGS-TN-0006, i0r7 Solar Orbiter SOC Engineering Guidelines for External Users 
SOL-SGS-TN-0007, i0r4 Solar Orbiter  On-board Inter-instrument Communication Via 

Services 3 and 20 
SOL-SGS-TN-0009, i1r0 Metadata Definition for Solar Orbiter Science Data 
SOL.S.ASTR.ICD.00009 Solar Orbiter Flight Procedures Generation Plan 
SOL.S.ASTR.TN.00011 Solar Orbiter Mission Operations Concept Document 
SOL.S.ASTR.TN.00079, i7 Solar Orbiter TM-TC and Packet Structure ICD  
SOL.S.ASTR.TN.00088, i4 Solar Orbiter Instrument Data Management Overview for PIs 
SOL.S.ASTR.TN.00183 Solar Orbiter TMTC Traffic Scenario Specification 
SSD-DOC-SOLOHI-009  SoloHI Science Operations Manual (TBD) 
SSD-PLN-SOLOHI-007 SoloHI Software Development Plan  
SSD-PLN-SOLOHI-020 SoloHI Instrument Calibration Plan 
SSD-PLN-SOLOHI-026 SoloHI Ground Support Equipment Plan 
SSD-RPT-SOLOHI-003, v2.0 SoloHI Concept Study Report, 31 Dec 2011 
SSD-SPC-SOLOHI-001 SoloHI Instrument Specification Document  
SSD-SPC-SOLOHI-006 SoloHI Science Planning and Data Center Spec 
TBD (ref. EIDA 5.2.3.5) SGS-OGS ICD  
TBD (ref. EIDA 5.4.5) Solar Orbiter Mission Planning ICD  
TBD (ref. EIDA 5.4.5) Solar Orbiter Science Operations Implementation Agreement 

(first draft due March 2013, = MIP?) 
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1.2.2 REFERENCE DOCUMENTATION 

CMDVS-CORE-MAN-001 Solar Orbiter SIIS CMDVS coreCMDVS User Manual  
CMDVS-SYN-MAN-001 Solar Orbiter SIIS  Synoptic Editor & Animator (SYN) User 

Manual  
CMDVS-TSC-MAN-001 Solar Orbiter SIIS Test Sequence Controller (TSC) User 

Manual  
ECSS-E-ST-50-12C SpaceWire–Links,nodes,routersandnetworks  
ECSS-E-ST-50-51C SpaceWireProtocolIdentification  
ECSS-E-ST-50-53C SpaceWire–CCSDSPacketTransferProtocol  
ECSS-E-ST-70-41A Space engineering - Ground systems and operations - 

Telemetry and Telecommand Packet Utilization  
ECSS.E.ST.70C (31 July 2008) Ground Systems and Operations 
EGOS-GEN-EDDS-ICD-1001, i3r6 External User Interface Control Document (EUICD) 

for EGOS Data Dissemination System (EDDS) 
EGOS-MCS-S2K-ICD-0001 v6.2 SCOS-2000 Satellite Database ICD 
GEN-SAT-MA-0011 Solar Orbiter SIIS Archive Browser Software User Manual  
SO-ESC-RS-05001, i1r6 Solar Orbiter Operations Requirements Document  
SO-ESC-RS-05002,i1r - Solar Orbiter Generic Frame and Packet Structure Document  
SOL-BSSBV-DD-00201 Solar Orbiter SIIS System Design Description  
SOL-BSSBV-ICD-00201 Solar Orbiter SIIS Hardware ICD  
SOL-EST-LI-2241, i1r0 Solar Orbiter Data (Documentation) Requirement Document 

for SO Payload  
SOL-BSSBV-UM-00201 Solar Orbiter SIIS Operation and Maintenance Manual  
SOL-EST-RS-4095 Solar Orbiter Instrument User Manual DRD 
SOL.S.ASTR.ICD.00011 Solar Orbiter SRDB Payload ICD  
SOL.S.ASTR.RS.00038 SpaceWire Application Protocol Specification  
SOL.S.ASTR.RS.00061  Solar Orbiter SRDB Naming Convention & Population  
SOL.S.ASTR.RS.00133 Solar Orbiter Instrument Data Traffic Reference Scenario For 

SW Sizing and Budgeting  
SOL.S.ASTR.UM.00008 Solar Orbiter SRDB Payload S2K Database Import Tool 

(PDIT) User Manual  
SSD-DOC-SOLOHI-003 SoloHI Instrument Concept of Operations 
SSD-PLN-SOLOHI-021 SoloHI Assembly, Integration & Test Plan 
SSD-SPC-SOLOHI-002 SoloHI Flight Software Requirements 
SSD-SPC-SOLOHI-005 SoloHI Ground Software Specification 

 

1.3 Acronyms 

1553 a standard communications bus specification 
ADC Analog to Digital Converter 
APS Advanced Pixel Sensor detector 
BCH Bose, Chaudhuri and Hocquenghem error correction cyclic code 
CC SoloHI Camera Card 
CCD Charge-Coupled Device 
CCSDS Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems 
CDR Critical Design Review 
CEB Camera Electronics Box 
CM Configuration Management 
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CONOPS Concept of Operations 
COTS Commercial Off The Shelf 
CRF Command Request File 
cPCI Compact PCI  
CPU Central Processing Unit 
CSC Computer Software Component 
CSCI Computer Software Configuration Item 
C++  C++ programming language 
C&DH Command and Data Handler 
DAT SoloHI Data Analysis Tools 
DB Database 
DDID Solar Orbiter Data Dissemination Interface Definition 
DRB  SoloHI Detector Readout Board 
EAGE Electronic Aerospace Ground Equipment 
EDAC Error Detection and Correction 
EDM Engineering Development Model 
EEPROM Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory 
EIT Extreme ultraviolet Imaging Telescope on SOHO 
ELM Electrical Model 
EM Engineering Model 
EMC Embedded MicroController 
EPIC Earth Polychromatic Imaging Camera 
ESA European Space Agency 
ESOC European Space Operations Center 
ESTEC European Space and Technology Center 
ETU Engineering Test Unit 
EUVI Extreme UltraViolet Imager of SECCHI on STEREO 
FCT Flight Control Team 
FOP Flight Operations Plan 
FPGA  Field Programmable Gate Array 
FT Fault Tolerant 
FTE Full-Time Equivalent 
GPIB General Purpose Interface Bus 
GSE Ground Support Equipment 
G&C Guidance and Control 
HI Heliospheric Imager of SECCHI on STEREO 
ICD Interface Control Document 
IDL Interactive Data Language 
IPP SoloHI Image Processing Pipeline 
ITOS Integrated Test and Operations System COTS ground system software 
ITS Issue Tracking System 
Jmap Plot: Elongation as function of Time showing feature propagation  
KB KiloByte (1024 bytes) 
LASCO Large Angle and Spectrometric COronagraph 
LED Light-Emitting Diode 
Leon3FT Fault Tolerant version of LEON3 Sparc v8 processor 
LMSAL Lockheed Martin Solar Astrophysics Laboratory 
LVDS Low Voltage Differential Signal 
LL Low Latency (data) 
MB MegaByte (1024 KB) 
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MRAM Magnetoresistive Random Access Memory 
NRL Naval Research Laboratory 
OML Observation Microcode Library 
OPST Operations Planning and Schedule Tool 
PDR Preliminary Design Review 
PC SoloHI Processor Card 
PCI Peripheral Component Interconnect 
PLID Solar Orbiter Planning Interface Definition Document 
PPC PowerPC 
PROM Programmable Read Only Memory 
PTC Photon Transfer Curve 
RAD750 the radiation-hardened PowerPC 750 microprocessor 
RAL Rutherford Appleton Laboratory 
RAM Random Access Memory 
ROI Region of Interest 
ROM Read-Only Memory 
RTEMS Real Time Executive for Multiprocessor Systems 
SCE SoloHI Camera Electronics (SPS+PC+CC) 
SDO Solar Dynamics Observatory 
SDP Software Development Plan 
SECCHI Sun Earth Connection Coronal and Heliospheric Investigation 
SESD Space Electronics Systems Development (NRL code 8000) 
SICM SoloHI Interface Coordination Memorandum 
SIIS Solar Orbiter Spacecraft Instrument Interface Simulator 
SIM SoloHI Instrument Module 
SMOC Solar Orbiter Mission Operations Center 
SO Solar Orbiter 
SOC (Solar Orbiter) Science Operations Center 
SOHO Solar and Heliospheric Observatory 
SPDC SoloHI Science Processing and Data Center 
SPS SoloHI Power System 
SSMM SO Solid State Mass Memory 
STEREO Solar TErrestrial RElations Observatory 
STOL Space Test and Operations Language 
STP Software Test Plan 
SUROM StartUp ROM 
TBC To Be Confirmed 
TBD To Be Determined 
TBR To Be Resolved 
TC Telemetry and Command 
TCS SoloHI Telemetry and Command Ground System 
TDS SoloHI Telescope Development System 
tHC The Hammers Company 
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2 INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION 

2.1 Scientific Objectives 

The Earth and other bodies in the solar system exist within the tenuous outer atmosphere of 
our nearest star, the Sun, in a volume of space known as the heliosphere. The newly 
integrated science of heliophysics seeks to understand how the structure and dynamics of the 
solar system are controlled by the outflow of plasma and magnetic field from the Sun. A key 
objective of this new science is to fully characterize, and ultimately be able to predict, the 
space environment in the heliosphere. The high-resolution remote-sensing observations of the 
Sun from Solar Orbiter can resolve fundamental science problems needed to achieve this 
objective. These unsolved problems include the sources of the solar wind, the causes of 
eruptive releases of plasma and magnetic field from the Sun known as coronal mass ejections 
(CMEs), the evolution of CMEs and their interaction with the ambient solar wind flow, and 
the origins, acceleration mechanisms and transport of solar energetic particles that may be 
hazardous to both human explorers and robotic spacecraft that operate in the highly variable 
environment outside the protective cocoon of Earth’s atmosphere. The Solar Orbiter 
Heliospheric Imager (SoloHI) provides the crucial link between remotely-sensed and in-situ 
observations.  

SoloHI will image both the quasi-steady flow and transient disturbances in the solar wind 
over a wide field of view, by observing visible sunlight scattered by electrons in the solar 
wind. The SoloHI field of view is centered on the ecliptic plane but is offset from the Sun, 
and covers a range of elongation angles from 5⁰ to 45⁰. The observations will image both co-
rotating and transient CME structures as these structures propagate through the heliosphere.  

A half century of observations and theoretical investigations has provided an increasingly 
detailed understanding of the Sun and the solar wind. However, progress on several basic 
questions has been hampered by the paucity of coordinated remotely-sensed and in-situ 
observations from multiple perspectives, including out of the ecliptic plane, close enough to 
the Sun that fundamental processes involved in the generation of the solar wind and the 
acceleration of solar energetic particles can be understood. The SoloHI science investigation 
is designed to address the four Solar Orbiter science objectives that are captured in the Solar 
Orbiter Assessment Study Report 2009. These objectives are satisfied by answering a set of 
science questions for each objective. These questions are also captured in the Solar Orbiter 
ASR document. The objectives and related science questions are listed below:  

x How and where do the solar wind plasma and magnetic field originate in the corona? 
– What are the source regions of the solar wind of the heliospheric magnetic field? 
– What mechanisms heat and accelerate the solar wind? 
– What are the sources of solar wind turbulence and how does it evolve? 

x How do solar transients drive heliospheric variability? 
– How do CMEs evolve through the corona and inner heliosphere? 
– How do CMEs contribute to the solar magnetic flux and helicity balance? 
– How and where do shocks form in the corona and inner heliosphere? 

x How do solar explosions produce energetic particle radiation that fills the 
heliosphere? 
– How and where are energetic particles accelerated at the Sun? 
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– How are energetic particles released from their sources and distributed in space 
and time? 

– What are the seed populations for energetic particles? 
x How does the solar dynamo work and drive connections between the Sun and the 

heliosphere? 
– How is magnetic flux transported to and reprocessed at high solar latitudes? 
– What are the properties of the magnetic field at high solar latitudes? 
– Are there separate dynamo processes acting in the Sun? 

2.2 Measurement Principle 

The SoloHI takes visible light images of the extended corona/solar wind.  The signal is made 
up of 4 sources:  (1) photospheric light scattered by the free electrons expelled by the sun, (2) 
photospheric light scattered by dust including comets and asteroids, (3) stellar, galactic and 
planetary sources, and (4) instrumental stray light.  Light is converted into a digital number in 
each pixel of the detector. An array of pixels comprises an image. Images are compressed 
onboard and together with an image header, which describes the parameters of the image, 
form a file. Each file is converted into packets, which are sent down the science channel to 
the SSMM. The degree of compression, including whether there is any compression, is 
selected as part of the instrument schedule. 

2.3 Instrument Overview 

Figure 2-1 gives a functional block diagram of SoloHI.  A one-shot baffle cover assembly 
protects the baffles and aperture hood assemblies from contamination during ground 
operations, launch and the cruise phase.  The baffles are designed to minimize the stray light 
entering the entrance aperture from various sources.  The heat shield, the RPW antennae and 
the solar array all either diffract or reflect light onto the instrument.  The objective lens with 
its 40⁰ field of view, images the corona/solar wind onto a matrix of four Advanced Pixel 
Sensor (APS) detectors, each with 2048x1920 pixels.  The APS detector is read out at the rate 
of 2 Mpixels/sec, the intensities digitized and the signal transferred to the SCE.  The image 
data is scrubbed to remove cosmic rays, summed and/or binned, compressed and then sent to 
the S/C for storage on the mass memory (SSMM) and ultimate download to the ground.  The 
Detector Readout Board provides isolation circuitry to remove noise sources.  The Camera 
Interface Electronics has the 14-bit ADC for the image data and also converts any digital 
signals generated by the SCE into the proper voltages to drive the APS.  The APS is cooled 
passively, by radiating away the heat to deep space. 
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Figure 2-1: SoloHI Physical Block Diagram 

  

2.4 Instrument Units Detailed Description 

The SoloHI processor card (Figure 2-2) is based upon an Aeroflex Gaisler LEON3FT 
processor with support for 256MB of SDRAM, 64kB of PROM and 4 MB of non-volatile 
MRAM.  The SoloHI processor is based upon the configuration identification 5 (CID5) 
COTS with modifications.  The science data, HK telemetry and telecommands are provided 
via nominal and redundant Spacewire links.  Control of operational heaters and one-shot door 
is provided via a GPIO connection.  Aeroflex Gaisler provides COTS driver support for 
memory controllers, Spacewire and GPIO.  The Aeroflex Gaisler modifications for SoloHI 
are: a switchable single Spacewire core instead of multiple cores, an additional GPIO 
interface, and a custom SoloHI camera interface. 

The SoloHI camera operates a mosaic of four 1920 x 2048 pixel detectors.  The mosaic has 
two readout ports reading 2 Mpixels/s so the top and bottom half of the mosaic can be 
operated independently.  The detectors can read out regions of interest (ROI) depending upon 
the microcode and parameters loaded to its registers.  Each detector has 8 rows of dark pixels, 
i.e. pixels shielded from seeing light that are used for measuring dark current and fixed 
pattern noise (FPN).  The camera is a smart camera with 256 MB of memory and is capable 
of doing simple image processing.  The three functions provided in the camera FPGA are 
cosmic ray scrub, image binning and image summing.  Images are stored in the camera 
memory and then transferred to the LEON3FT processor for further image processing and 
image compression before being sent to the spacecraft.  The LEON3 FT will manage the 
camera buffers in both the camera card and the processing card. 

The camera gets its instructions to take images from sequences of ASCII commands called 
“microcode.” The microcode is loaded to the camera and then commanded to begin 
executing. Individual exposures are then sent by the camera to LEON3FT processor in a 
continuous loop until commanded to stop.  
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Figure 2-2: SoloHI Electrical Block Diagram 

2.5 Instrument On-board Software 

The SoloHI flight software is derived from the SECCHI/STEREO telescope software (itself 
derived from the DSCOVER/Triana flight code) and prior NRL Solar Physics space 
missions.  The SECCHI software was written in C++ using VxWorks 5 as the operating 
system. For SoloHI the operating system is RTEMS 4.10. To facilitate portability, the code is 
written with an OS abstraction layer. The FSW is made of many software tasks that use a 
software bus for inter-task communication.  For example, housekeeping telemetry is gathered 
from the other tasks and assembled into a HK packet. The software is modular with the 
ability to start, stop, maintain, and replace tasks without halting the system.  
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Figure 2-3: SoloHI FSW Block Diagram 

 

Primary and redundant copies of the flight software will be stored in the 4 MB MRAM.  
There will also be a small data vault used for storing system parameters that need to be 
maintained through a power cycle.  These parameters include camera settings, heater settings, 
checksums, and autonomy rule settings.  The 64kB PROM contains software to do self-tests, 
checksum calculation, initialization and a boot loader. 

2.5.1 Software Component Description 

Here is a summary of what each of the software tasks noted in Figure 2-3 does: 

System Level Services - Control of the execution of the system and basic infrastructure 
classes utilized by the flight software 

x Task Manager (TM): Controls system resets, individual tasks and mode transitions 
x Scheduler (SH): Deterministic command scheduler for controlling system activity 

x Software Bus (SB): Implements the inter-task communications. System Table classes 
provide a standard implementation for all flight tables, e.g. Telemetry rate filtering, 
Packet routing. 

x File Manager (FM): Defines utility classes for the creation and manipulation of file 
system RAM disks. 
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General Applications - Applications generic to command and data handling  

x SpaceWire (SW): Serves as the SpaceWire hardware interface controller including the 
ingest of command packets, transmission of telemetry packets and the management of 
the instrument time. 

x Housekeeping (HK): Collects and generates real-time telemetry from the applications. 
x Software Manager (SM): Provides for flight software maintenance activities 

x Memory Scrub (MS): Controls the memory Error Detection Correction (EDC) 
hardware and the removal of radiation memory data errors 

x Sequence Controller (SC): Controls the loading and execution of tasks including 
Absolute Time Sequence (ATS) and Relative Time Sequence (RTS) routines and 
health and safety monitoring. 

x Export File (XF): Controls the output of engineering and image file data 

Mission Specific Applications - Applications that provide specific mission capabilities 

x Instrument Scheduling and Control (IS/IC): Controls image cadences and exposure 
Configuration and control of the camera. 

x Image Processing (IP): Processing of raw images into data products for transfer to 
ground operations. 

x Instrument Health (IH): Monitoring of telemetry points and capable of issuing 
corrective actions. 

x Self Test (ST): Custom hardware functional tests. 
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2.5.2 Software Memory Allocation (Memory Maps) 

The detailed memory map of the SoloHI Processor Card is in Section 3.2.1 of NCST-ICD-HI003. The following table summarizes the Processor 
Card memory locations with corresponding Memory ID. Gaps in addresses are EDAC, Mirror, or Reserved areas. All addresses must be on 4-
byte boundaries. 

Table 2–1: Processor Card Memory Map and Memory IDs 

Address (Byte) Description Memory ID Check Read Write 
0x00000000 – 0x00006663 PROM 1 Data 0xE003  ?  
0x00800000 – 0x00806663 PROM 2 Data 0xE003  ?  
0x01000000 – 0x01199997 MRAM 1 Data 0xE001 x x x 
0x01800000 – 0x01999997 MRAM 2 Data 0xE001 x x x 
0x20000000 – 0x2000FFFF Camera I/O space 0xE002    
0x40000000 – 0x4FFFFFFF SDRAM 0xE000 x x x 
0x80000000 – 0x800FFFFF APB Bridge 1 (part 

Reserved) 
0xE002 x ? ? 

0x80100000 – 0x801FFFFF APB Bridge 2 (part 
Reserved) 

0xE002 x ? ? 

0x90000000 – 0x9FFFFFFF DSU Registers 0xE002 x ? ? 
0xA0000000 – 0xA000FFFF Camera as SRAM space 0xE002 x ? ? 
0xFFFFF000 – 0xFFFFFFFF AHB Plug and Play 

Registers 
0xE002 x ? ? 

The MRAM includes the following components: 

x FSW loader code (Primary and Redundant version) 

x FSW code (Primary and Redundant) 

x Data Vault (Heater PID, Boot log, Autonomy rules and limits) 

x Parameter Tables 

x Predefined Observing Schedules 
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The memory map of MRAM is in MRAM Memory Definition.xlsx. Following is the current version (Fri Sep 19 13:49:09 2014): 

//     MRAM MEMORY DEFINITION        
//             
bank 1           
0x01000000..0x0100000C -- Boot flags and counters  
0x01000000 -- boot counter 
0x01000004 -- FSW boot success flag (bank 1) 
0x01000008 -- Bank number used to load FSW 
0x0100000C -- Address pointer of Reset Log (Prime vs Alternate) 
0x01000010..0x0100040C -- Bootstrap circular log buffer 
0x01000410 -- Address pointer of Data Vault (Prime vs Secondary) 
0x01000420..0x010007FC -- Data Vault Area (Prime)   
0x01000800..0x01001100 -- Reset Log Area (Prime) Size is 2300 bytes 
0x01002000..0x01185800 -- FSW image 
0x01199980 -- FSW image checksum value      
bank 2           
0x01800000..0x0180000C -- Boot flags and counters     
0x01800004 -- FSW boot success flag (bank 2)     
0x01800010..0x018003DC -- Data Vault Area (Secondary)   
0x01800400..0x01800D00 -- Reset Log Area (Alternate) Size is 2300 bytes   
0x01802000..0x01985800 -- FSW image      
0x01999980 -- FSW image checksum value  
 

Table 2–2: Flight Code Image Map 

/ Offset(dec)  Filename  Allocation 
(dec) 

 Offset 
(hex) 

Actual Size Spare  

/ 0  (reserved area)  8192      
{ 8192 , "rtems.bin"  , 819200 }, // hex 2000 594708 224492  
{ 827392 ,  "su.sgz"  , 115968 }, // hex CA000 108577 7391  
{ 943360 ,  "bg.sgz" , 2048 }, // hex E6500 764 1284  
{ 945408 ,  "fm.sgz" , 8192 }, // hex E6D00 4501 3691  
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/ Offset(dec)  Filename  Allocation 
(dec) 

 Offset 
(hex) 

Actual Size Spare  

{ 953600 ,  "ft.sgz"   , 8192 }, // hex E8D00 5656 2536  
{ 961792 ,  "hk.sgz" , 16384 }, // hex EAD00 10859 5525  
{ 978176 ,  "ms.sgz" , 8192 }, // hex EED00 3750 4442  
{ 986368 , "sb.sgz" , 8192 }, // hex F0D00 4042 4150  
{ 994560 , "sc.sgz" , 32768 }, // hex F2D00 23353 9415  
{ 1027328 , "sh.sgz" , 10240 }, // hex FAD00 8994 1246  
{ 1037568 ,  "sm.sgz" , 16384 }, // hex FD500 15488 896  
{ 1053952 , "st.sgz" , 10240 }, // hex 101500 6277 3963  
{ 1064192 ,  "tm.sgz" , 10240 }, // hex 103D00 7206 3034  
{ 1074432 , "sw.sgz" , 10240 }, // hex 106500 7583 2657  
{ 1084672 , "is.sgz" , 40960 }, // hex 108D00 34142 6818  
{ 1125632 , "ip.sgz" , 40960 }, // hex 112D00 33383 7577  
{ 1166592 , "xf.sgz" , 8192 }, // hex 11CD00 7690 502  
{ 1174784 , "insthlth.sgz" , 32768 }, // hex 11ED00 23335 9433  
{ 1207552 , "autoexec.sgz" , 4096 }, // hex 126D00 1465 2631  
{ 1211648 , "tmevttbl.slf" , 4096 }, // hex 127D00 2636 1460  
{ 1215744 , "cmdtbldt.slf" , 4096 }, // hex 128D00 3308 788  
{ 1219840 , "shtbldat.slf" , 4096 }, // hex 129D00 3148 948  
{ 1223936 ,    "hktbldat.slf" , 4096 }, // hex 12AD00 1228 2868  
{ 1228032 ,    "sbcroute.slf" , 16384 }, // hex 12BD00 12108 4276  
{ 1244416 ,    "sbpipdef.slf" , 4096 }, // hex 12FD00 828 3268  
{ 1248512 ,    "sbtroute.slf" , 8192 }, // hex 130D00 4364 3828  
{ 1256704 , "totdata.slf" , 4096 }, // hex 132D00 2796 1300  
{ 1260800 , "default.sch" , 2048 }, // hex 133D00 1062 986  
{ 1262848 ,   "synopt01.sch" , 8192 }, // hex 134500 5273 2919  
{ 1271040 ,   "synopt02.sch" , 8192 }, // hex 136500 0 8192  
{ 1279232 ,   "synopt03.sch" , 8192 }, // hex 138500 0 8192  
{ 1287424 ,   "synopt04.sch" , 8192 }, // hex 13A500 6181 2011  
{ 1295616 ,   "schblk01.sch" , 8192 }, // hex 13C500 0 8192  
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/ Offset(dec)  Filename  Allocation 
(dec) 

 Offset 
(hex) 

Actual Size Spare  

{ 1303808 ,   "schblk02.sch" , 8192 }, // hex 13E500 0 8192  
{ 1312000 ,   "schblk03.sch" , 8192 }, // hex 140500 0 8192  
{ 1320192 ,   "schblk04.sch" , 8192 }, // hex 142500 0 8192  
{ 1328384 ,   "schblk05.sch" , 8192 }, // hex 144500 0 8192  
{ 1336576 ,   "schblk06.sch" , 8192 }, // hex 146500 0 8192  
{ 1344768 ,   "schblk07.sch" , 8192 }, // hex 148500 0 8192  
{ 1352960 ,   "schblk08.sch" , 8192 }, // hex 14A500 0 8192  
{ 1361152 ,   "schblk09.sch" , 8192 }, // hex 14C500 0 8192  
{ 1369344 ,   "schblk10.sch" , 8192 }, // hex 14E500 0 8192  
{ 1377536 , "occultb.img" , 16384 }, // hex 150500 12514 3870  
{ 1393920 , "imagetbl.img" , 20480 }, // hex 154500 16314 4166  
{ 1414400 , "threshb.img"?? , 20480 }, // hex 159500 16798 3682  
{ 1434880 , "wavelet.img"?? , 4096 }, // hex 15E500 1713 2383  
{ 1438976 , "setuptbb.img"?? , 8192 }, // hex 15F500 6550 1642  
{ 1447168 , "msevttbl.img" , 2048 }, // hex 161500 746 1302  
{ 1449216 , "xfevttbl.img" , 2048 }, // hex 161D00 637 1411  
{ 1451264 ,   "camrts01.sgz" , 8192 }, // hex 162500 0 8192  
{ 1459456 ,   "camrts02.sgz" , 8192 }, // hex 164500 0 8192  
{ 1467648 ,   "camrts03.sgz" , 8192 }, // hex 166500 0 8192  
{ 1475840 ,   "camrts04.sgz" , 8192 }, // hex 168500 0 8192  
{ 1484032 ,   "sfscript.sgz" , 8192 }, // hex 16A500 0 8192  
{ 1492224 ,   "excptnao.sgz" , 8192 }, // hex 16C500 0 8192  
{ 1500416 ,   "sslist.txt" , 1024 }, // hex 16E500 154 870  
{ 1501440 , "safettdt.img" , 16384 }, // hex 16E900 9575 6809  
{ 1517824 , "unpack" , 4096 }, // hex 172900 2220 1876  
 1521920 , "cc.sgz"  16384 }, // hex 173900 3200 13184  

/// 1538304 , 173900    -----SPARE-----  654394  
/// 1677712  199990     Margin= 39.01%  
};           
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Table 2–3: Flight Code SDRAM Map 

 Offset  Start Address  Length  End Addr Alloc End Addr(alloc) Spare 
SU 1048576 0x 40100000  551340 0x 401869AC 602112 40193000 50772 
BG 1650688 0x 40193000  1996 0x 401937CC 2048 40193800 52 
FM 1652736 0x 40193800  15772 0x 4019759C 16384 40197800 612 
FT 1669120 0x 40197800  21148 0x 4019CA9C 32768 4019F800 11620 
HK 1701888 0x 4019F800  44620 0x 401AA64C 49152 401AB800 4532 
MS 1751040 0x 401AB800  11532 0x 401AE50C 16384 401AF800 4852 
SB 1767424 0x 401AF800  12956 0x 401B2A9C 16384 401B3800 3428 
SC 1783808 0x 401B3800  97996 0x 401CB6CC 110592 401CE800 12596 
AUTO 1894400 0x 401CE800  3820 0x 401CF6EC 5120 401CFC00 1300 
SF 1899520 0x 401CFC00  4652 0x 401D0E2C 32768 401D7C00 28116 
S1 1932288 0x 401D7C00  0 0x 401D7C00 32768 401DFC00 32768 
S2 1965056 0x 401DFC00  0 0x 401DFC00 32768 401E7C00 32768 
IH 1997824 0x 401E7C00  100364 0x 4020040C 110592 40202C00 10228 
SH 2108416 0x 40202C00  38364 0x 4020C1DC 49152 4020EC00 10788 
SM 2157568 0x 4020EC00  66412 0x 4021EF6C 81920 40222C00 15508 
ST 2239488 0x 40222C00  23196 0x 4022869C 32768 4022AC00 9572 
TM 2272256 0x 4022AC00  26380 0x 4023130C 32768 40232C00 6388 
SW 2305024 0x 40232C00  31884 0x 4023A88C 49152 4023EC00 17268 
IS 2354176 0x 4023EC00  83788 0x 4025334C 174080 40269400 90292 
IP 2528256 0x 40269400  140220 0x 4028B7BC 141552 4028BCF0 1332 
XF 2669808 0x 4028BCF0  25932 0x 4029223C 32768 40293CF0 6836 
CC 2702576 0x 40293CF0  10012 0x 4029640C 32768 4029BCF0 22756 

 2735344  4029BCF0        
        1686768  374384 
         margin-> 22.20% 
Image Buffer Area          
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 3145728 0x 40300000  231735296 0x 4E000000   
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2.5.3 Boot Behavior 

2.5.3.1 Boot PROM Hardware Overview  

The SoloHI flight hardware PROM memory space is composed of 2x 32 Kbyte address 
ranges separated by 4 Mbytes of address space. EDAC checkbits are computed and burned 
into the PROM preflight.  This consumes 12.8 K of the 64 K resulting in 51 Kbytes of total 
code space. 

2.5.3.2 Functional Overview 

 
Figure 2-4: FSW Startup Diagram 

The bootstrap program in PROM must set up and initialize the Leon3 hardware environment. 
This includes processor register initialization and EDAC memory initialization. It then 
determines which of the 2 MRAM bank FSW images to load. Each (re)boot alternates which 
bank to initially check. If boot count is even, MRAM Bank 1 is tried first; if odd, then Bank 2 
is tried first. In addition, if boot count is even an SDRAM memory test is run (Addresses 
0x40000300 to 0x4ffff700). Results of the current boot are reported in periodic telemetry sent 
to SSMM after boot is completed; see Boot Log section below. There are two checks before 
the selected FSW bank is loaded: A flag in MRAM is checked to see if the selected FSW 
bank booted successfully at the previous attempt. A checksum of MRAM bank is computed 
and checked against an expected value. If either check fails, then the alternate bank is 
checked. The alternate bank is loaded regardless of the checksum results. The RTEMS image 
is then loaded and started, which in turn unzips the FSW modules that are in MRAM, loads 
them into the designated areas of SDRAM, and then runs the FSW. All decision points in the 
boot code are logged in MRAM.  
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Boot success is indicated by the generation of the Service 5 event packet with EvtCode=4. If 
the boot process is interrupted for any reason (such as removal of power) before the boot 
packet is generated the MRAM will record that that bank failed to boot, will not try to boot 
from that bank, and report this in telemetry as a non-nominal boot. In order to clear this 
condition, a 1 must be poked into the “boot success” flag address for that bank (see memory 
map above). 

Note there is no telemetry being sent during this whole process. 

 

 
Figure 2-5: Boot Sequence Decision Tree, 1 of 2 
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Figure 2-6: Boot Sequence Decision Tree, 2 of 2 

2.5.3.3 Boot PROM Hardware Settings 

Memory configuration register parameters: 

x  FTMCTRL - 8//32-bit PROM/SRAM/SDRAM controller w. RS/BCH EDAC  
x  [ -memcfg1 0x10028833   -memcfg2 0x83606040  -memcfg3 0x18060200 ] 
x  Set up for 256Mbytes of SDRAM (0x40000000 – 0x50000000) 
x  Disables any SRAM and allows memory read-modify-write 
x  Enables the memory controller’s setup for Reed Solomon EDAC 
x  MKPROM generates the necessary code to init the SDRAM memory for EDAC 

Code start and Data address locations: 

x  [ -rstaddr 0x0 (lower PROM) -rstaddr 0x00800000 (upper PROM) -stack 
0x4FFFFFF0 -Tdata=0x40000100 ] sets the program start to the beginning of the 
PROM with the data section located in SDRAM and the stack at the top of the 
SDRAM. 

No-hardware-floating-point-instructions Parameter: 

x  [ -msoft-float ] specifies that only software floating point instructions are generated. 

System Parameters for clock frequency and UART interface: 

x [ -freq 25 -baud 115200 ] sets the system clock to 25 MHz and the debug UART 
baud rate. 
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2.5.3.4 Boot Log 

The boot log in MRAM operates as a circular buffer and contains a record of the previous 16 
boots, 16 4-byte words per boot. Thirteen values from log of the most recent boot are sent 
down in periodic telemetry (NIH0TBL[0..C]) after boot success. Depending on the sense of 
the boot counter and the result of each step of the boot process, each of these boot log 
parameters has a different definition: 

Table 2–4: Boot Log Parameter Definitions 

Boot Log Parameter Value Description 

For log boot count even:  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0xBC00xxxx Log boot count value xxxx 
         SDRAM memory test pass / fail 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 <Tested Flags>     32-M byte tested flag value (value of 1 for 

each section tested) Nominal 
value=0x11111111  

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 <Errors per 
Section> 

Each hex digit indicates error count ( up to 15 ) 
for each 32M byte section of memory eg. 3 
errors in the 2nd 32M bytes would show as 
0x00000030 

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 <Total Errors> Total errors detected 
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0xBA000001 MRAM Bank 1 selected 
5 5 5 5 5    0xBF000001  MRAM Bank 1 previously OK 
     5 5 5 0xBFE00000 MRAM Bank 1 previously not OK 
 6 6 6 6    0xCE000000  MRAM Bank 1 checksum error 
6        0xC0000000  MRAM Bank 1 checksum OK 

7 7 7 7 7    <calc>  Bank 1 calculated checksum 
8 8 8 8 8    <exp> Bank 1 expected checksum 
 9 9 9 9 6 6 6 0xABA00001 MRAM Bank 2 selected 
 10 10   7 7  0xABF00001 MRAM Bank 2 previously OK 
   10 10   7 0xBFE00000 MRAM Bank 2 previously not OK 
 11  11   8 8 0xACE00000 MRAM Bank 2 checksum error 
  11  11 8   0xAC000000  MRAM Bank 2 checksum OK 
 12 12 12 12 9 9 9 <calc> Bank 2 calculated checksum 
 13 13 13 13 10 10 10 <exp> Bank 2 expected checksum 
9 14 14 14 14 11 11 11 0x000ca000 Length of copy from MRAM (unchanging) 
10 15 15 15 15 12 12 12 0xDDDDDDDD End of log 
          
          
For log boot count odd: Using UPPER PROM bank 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0xBC00xxxx Log boot count value xxxx 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0xBA000002 MRAM Bank 2 Selected 
2 2 2 2 2    0xBF000001 MRAM Bank 2 previously OK 
     2 2 2 0xBFE00000 MRAM Bank 2 previously not OK 
 3 3 3 3    0xCE000000  MRAM Bank 2 checksum error 
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Boot Log Parameter Value Description 

3        0xC0000000  MRAM Bank 2 Checksum OK 
4 4 4 4 4    <calc>  MRAM Bank 2 calculated checksum 
5 5 5 5 5    <exp> MRAM Bank 2 expected checksum 
 6 6 6 6 3 3 3 0xABA00001 MRAM Bank 1 Selected 
 7 7   4 4  0xABF00001 MRAM Bank 1 previously OK 
   7 7   4 0xBFE00000 MRAM Bank 1 previously not OK 
 8  8   5 5 0xACE00000 MRAM Bank 1 checksum error 
  8  8 5   0xAC000000 MRAM Bank 1 checksum OK 
 9 9 9 9 6 6 6 <calc> MRAM Bank 1 calculated checksum 
 10 10 10 10 7 7 7 <exp> MRAM Bank 1 expected checksum 
6 11 11 11 11 8 8 8 0x000ca000 Length of copy from MRAM (unchanging) 
7 12 12 12 12 9 9 9 0xDDDDDDDD End of log    

2.5.3.5 What is the current software bank in use? 

There is not a single parameter which shows which bank is in use. Instead, the following 
decision tree may be used to determine it: 

IF NIH0TBL0 (boot count) is even: 
 prombank=1 ; lower 
 IF ((NIH0TBL5 .EQ. 0xBFE00000) .or. (NIH0TBL6 .EQ. 0xCE000000)) THEN 
  ; Bank 1 FSW error flag set or Bank 1 checksum error  
  fswbank=2 
 ELSE 
  ; Bank 1 was OK 
  fswbank=1 
 ENDIF 
ELSE ; boot count odd 
 prombank=2 ; upper 
 IF ((NIH0TBL2 .EQ. 0xBFE00000) .or. (NIH0TBL3 .EQ. 0xCE000000)) THEN 
  ; Bank 2 FSW error flag set or Bank 2 checksum error  
  fswbank=1 
 ELSE 
  ; Bank 2 was OK 
  fswbank=2 
 ENDIF 
ENDIF 

2.5.3.6 SpaceWire 

After the HPC-On command, there is a delay before SoloHI attempts communication on the 
SpaceWire link, since during boot the SpaceWire link is not being operated. Since there are 
two boot paths which are different, the nominal wait time will be either 40 or 100 seconds 
(alternating) until the link is up, and the heartbeat packet begins to be generated. The boot –
complete packet (NIH0ECOD=4) will come about 30 seconds later. There are failure modes 
where boot can take as long as 4.2 minutes. 
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When the SoloHI FSW is starting up, the SpaceWire module attempts to connect on the 
Primary external link (NIH0WLNK=1). If the link syncs successfully, the Primary link will 
be used. If the link does not sync, connection is attempted on the Redundant external link 
(NIH9WLNK=2). If that link does not come up, action is TBD. 

There is currently no way to direct the FSW upon boot to try the Redundant link first. 

2.5.4 Onboard File System 

The SoloHI FSW utilizes RTEMS file systems. There are three main directories:  

ram/  Copied from MRAM and unzipped files 
temp/  Work directory 
image/  Image files from the camera/image processing 

These directories are all mapped into SDRAM. The “image” directory is a mounted “disk” 
with information about space used/available in periodic telemetry (TBD). The other two 
directories are “In-Memory File Systems;” determination of space used/available for these 
files systems is TBD. File operations (move, copy, delete, list) are handled by the ZIHF* 
commands. For example, listing of a directory is possible using solohi_getdirlist.fcp. 

2.5.5 Memory and Table Management / SM Subsystem 

The Software Manager (SM) subsystem is responsible for loading/dumping selected areas of 
onboard memory or system tables as commanded by ground commands.  SM maintains the 
definitions and attributes of all system tables within a master “Table of Tables” that can also 
be reconfigured from the ground.  SM also provides a capability for periodic monitoring of 
selected memory locations. Memory Management commands are distinguishable by ZIHM*; 
telemetry parameters are NIHDM* or NIH0M*. 

2.5.5.1 Memory and I/O Operations. 

SoloHI has implemented the PUS Service 6 commands and telemetry as defined in TN.79, 
with some exceptions, described here: 

x While all lengths and addresses are in bytes, addresses must conform to 4-byte 
boundaries and lengths must be a multiple of 4.  

x TC(6,5) Dump Memory (cmd ZIHMTC65) copies up to 208 bytes into a TM(6,6) 
packet. For dumping longer sections of memory, SoloHI utilizes cmd ZIHMFDMP 
to dump memory to a file that is then exported (downlinked). See 
solohi_memfiledump.fcp and Section 2.5.7. Export File. 

x TC(6,9) Check Memory (cmd ZIHMTC69) returns a checksum (parameter 
NIH0MXSM) of an area of memory in a TM(6,10) packet. The algorithm used by the 
checksum task to check the data areas is the same as the Unix “sum -s” command, 
which computes the 32-bit sum (ignoring overflow) of the bytes in a file. After all 
bytes have been summed, the most significant 16 bits of the 32-bit sum are summed 
with the least significant 16 bits of the sum (ignoring overflow) and the resultant 16-
bit value is returned. This algorithm allows simple correlation of checksums onboard 
with file checksums on the ground. 

x TC(6,2) Load Memory (cmd ZIHMTC62) directly writes to an area of memory a 
maximum of 16 bytes. To write larger areas, cmd ZIHMFLOD may be used to copy 
a file that has been uploaded directly to a memory location.  
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x The Memory Fill command ZIHMFILL writes a specified value to a range of 
memory locations. 

These memory operations require specification of the type of memory so that the type of 
access SM uses in the operation matches the access requirements of the target memory type.  
The Memory IDs specified by the PIHMTYPE parameter are SDRAM, MRAM, HW32, 
PROM. They all require 4-byte address and length specification, in units of bytes. SDRAM, 
MRAM, and PROM are described in section 2.5.2. HW32 is a catch-all for other areas of 
memory. 

2.5.5.2 Memory Dwell  

There are times when it is important to know what going on inside Memory. Memory Dwells 
give the operator the ability to take snapshots of specific Memory locations at specific time 
intervals to monitor changes to the values. The values recorded during these snapshots are 
then compiled into a packet and sent to the ground. 

Use of Memory Dwell involves the manual creation of a Memory Dwell Table that holds 
information on the memory locations to be sampled and time intervals on which to sample 
them.  This Table is then loaded and a ground command is sent to start the Dwell operation.  
The SM Dwell Table contains all information necessary for the SM Task to monitor a series 
of memory locations. There is one row (item) for each memory area to be monitored.  Each 
item contains four fields.  The fields and their contents for an item are: 

Table 2–5: Memory Dwell Table 

Field Bytes Max 
Value 

Description 

Delay Ticks 2 6000 The number of ticks to delay before copying the memory area 
data to the dwell packet.  

Number of 
Bytes 

2 64 The number of bytes of memory to monitor (i.e., to be copied to 
the dwell packet). 

Byte Offset 4 N/A The number of bytes offset from the symbol of the start of the 
memory area to monitor. 

The table data file may have 1..64 items in it. The sum of the “Number of Bytes” field values 
specified in the Dwell Table must not exceed 260 bytes. 

After a memory dwell table has been loaded, the ZIHMDWLL command is used to start or 
stop memory monitoring activities.  When used to stop dwell activities, the dwell operation 
will complete gracefully after finishing its in-progress processing of the dwell table items.  
However, if the ZIHMKDWL command is use, any in-progress dwell activities will be 
forcibly and abruptly terminated without waiting to complete a loop through the dwell table 
and without downlink of the dwell telemetry packet under construction. 

2.5.5.3 Table Operations 

SM manages all the flight tables. In fact, SM maintains its own table that contains 
information about all other tables. The SM Table of Tables contains all the pertinent 
information about each flight Table in the system.  Before any Table command is executed, 
the ToT is referenced to ensure that the command is proper and legal for the Table in 
question. The Table of Tables contains a table item (or row) for each possible flight table.  
There are 5 fields for each item of the table.  The fields and their contents are: 
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Table 2–6: Table of Tables 

Field Bytes Description 
Read Only 
Flag 

1 Boolean flag indicating whether the SM task is permitted to make Writes to this 
Table.  Any Table that could be loaded in operation must have this bit set to 
FALSE.  Any Table that should not be loaded in operation should have this bit 
set to TRUE. 

Checksum 
Flag 

1 Boolean Flag that indicates whether this Table should have its contents tested 
by the CheckSum (CS) task.  Any table that is being changed by an onboard 
system should have checksumming disabled.  (Note that this is a heritage 
capability that is not used.) 

Fill 2 zero 
Checksum 4 The checksum value of the table.  If the ToT file value is zero, the checksum 

will be computed onboard when the table is initialized.  (Note that this is a 
heritage capability that is not used.) 

Jam Load 
Flag 

1 Boolean Flag that indicates that the table can be loaded asynchronously by 
the SM task in response to a ground command.     If false, SM will wait for the 
user to call update() before loading the new table data. 

Initial File 
Name 

40 An array containing the pathname of the table file to be loaded when the table 
is initialized.  The table is initialized when the using task creates (“new”s) the 
table object. 

SM can perform four operations on Tables: 

x Loading new Table data (cmd ZIHMTBLD).  This operation replaces the current data 
in the table with new data.  A table load operation can replace a single item of the 
table or the complete table.  If the table is defined to be “jam loadable” the table 
loading operation will be performed immediately; if not, the table loading will be 
deferred until the task using the table performs an “update” on the table.  A validation 
test is performed on table data items during the load operation; if the data is found to 
be invalid, the new data will not be loaded and an event message reporting the 
validation failure will be generated. 

x Re-initializing a Table (cmd ZIHMTBIT).  This operation replaces the current data in 
the table with the data in MRAM.  The loading operation functions the same as 
described above for loading new table data. 

x Dumping an existing Table (cmd ZIHMTBDP).  This operation writes the current 
table data to a file. 

x Get Information about a Table (cmd ZIHMTBIF).  This operation creates a telemetry 
packet (SID=256) containing information about a table including the name of the file 
currently loaded, the name of the initial load file, the table size, and its checksum. 

2.5.5.4 Data Vault 

The data vault stores flight software control parameters whose values need to be changeable 
during the mission and which must be maintained over system power cycle or reset.  
Contents of the data vault include control parameters for memory checksum operations, 
operational heater (thermal) control, memory scrub, and telemetry mode.  

The data vault contents are read and written by the flight software via a system object 
(sy_dataVault).  During the instantiation of the data vault object at system initialization, the 
contents of the MRAM data vault storage are read into memory.  Subsequent “get” accesses 
to the data are acquired from the data vault data in memory.  Subsequent “set” accesses to the 
data are written to the copy in memory.  If that action changed the value of the data, the data 
vault object will rewrite the data vault page in MRAM with the updated contents of the page 
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in memory, thereby keeping the MRAM and in-memory copies identical. The data vault is 
updated using cmd ZIHHVLTX for checksum control and cmd ZIHHVLTT for thermal 
control. The data vault contents may be dumped using the ZIHMVLTD command.  The 
contents are then downlinked in a TM(247,2) packet (SID=257).   

2.5.6 Software Maintenance Concept 

The SoloHI FSW is designed such that any individual task (described earlier) can be updated 
independently. The nominal update process will have the following steps: 

1. After modifying code for a given task, generate a static load file (see below) and 
upload it to VRAM (temp/) using solohi_uploadfile.fcp. 

2. Reload the task onboard with the Software Manager commands using the newly 
uploaded task file in temp/. 

3. After verifying correct functionality, copy the task file to the correct location in 
MRAM. 

The SoloHI MRAM has two copies of compiled Flight Software (see previous sections). 
While it is intended for nominal operations that they are identical, for the purposes of 
software update they may be temporarily different in order to ensure ability to boot to a bank 
containing the previous version if the there is a problem with the new version. Here is the 
Flight Software Update Process: 

1. Flight images are compiled and linked by layer 
x RTEMS (4.10) to file rtems.elf and rtems.bin 
x FSW System classes (SU) to file su.elf 
x FSW task classes (BG, TM, SW, SH, HK, …) to elf files 
x Default Flight Tables consist of compiled and text formatted files. 

2. ELF files are translated into static load files (extension .slf ) 
x Binary file containing the text, data, and bss segments with a header 

describing the file offset and size of each segment 
3. The static load files are compressed using gzip utility (except RTEMS ) to make files 

with extension .sgz. 
4. Files are sent to SoloHI using cmd ZIHFLOAD (/FMLOAD) (see 4.2.4.1 Instrument 

Commanding Via File Upload) to the temp/ disk (SDRAM). 
5. Once onboard, the file may be verified from temp/, or copied directly to the FSW 

bank in MRAM not currently in use, so that it will be enabled upon the next boot. Use 
cmd ZIHMFLOD (/SMMEMFILELOAD) and the appropriate location (see 2.5.2 
Software memory allocation (memory map)). 

6. Reboot SoloHI using cmd ZIHTHRST (/TMRESETCPUBD), and verify correct 
operation of the updated module(s). 

7. Copy updated module(s) or tables from ram/[filename] using cmd ZIHMFLOD 
(/SMMEMFILELOAD) and the appropriate location for the bank not in use (see 2.5.2 
Software memory allocation (memory map)). 

Though it is possible, only in exceptional circumstances will changes to software be made by 
direct patch to memory. It is not foreseen that areas of memory where application is running 
will be patched; only MRAM will be patched and this is always static. 
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2.5.7 File Export  

If there is any chunk of data to be downlinked (which is not in a defined telemetry packet 
structure), it is downlinked as a file via the Export File (XF) subsystem. The file is in the 
CPIO “New portable” format.  Each file consists of a 110 byte header + a variable length 
NUL terminated filename + file data + 110 byte trailer + “TRAILER!!!”. All the fields in the 
header are ISO 646 (approximately ASCII) strings of hexadecimal numbers, left padded, not 
NUL terminated. All packets are fixed length of 4096 bytes, including headers; the final 
packet is padded with 0xFF after the trailer. The following code snippets define the header 
and trailer: 

#define NEWC_MAGIC_STR "070701" 
#define DEFAULT_STR "00000000" 
#define BASE_BYTE_LENGTH 110 
#define TRAILER_BYTE_LENGTH 122 
#define NULL_BYTE_LENGTH 3 
#define ENG_FILE_PKT_FILL_BYTE 0xFF 
 
/////////////////////////////////////////////// 
void    cCpioHeader::initHeader        ( const char * fileName) 
{ 
 // get file attributes 
 cFileAttr fileAttr(fileName); 
 
// get the file time in UNIX format 
cUnixTime fileTime; 
fileAttr.getFileTime(fileTime); 
 
copyToField ( &(m_cpioHeader->c_magic [0]),(char *) NEWC_MAGIC_STR,6 );  
copyToField ( &(m_cpioHeader->c_ino [0]),(char *) DEFAULT_STR ,8 );  
copyToField ( &(m_cpioHeader->c_mode [0]),(char *) "000081b4" ,8 );  
copyToField ( &(m_cpioHeader->c_uid [0]),(char *) DEFAULT_STR ,8 );  
copyToField ( &(m_cpioHeader->c_gid [0]),(char *) DEFAULT_STR ,8 );  
copyToField ( &(m_cpioHeader->c_nlink [0]),(char *) "00000001" ,8 );  
 
sprintf  ( &(m_workStr[0]), "%08x", (uint32)fileTime.getUnixTime() ); 
copyToField ( &(m_cpioHeader->c_mtime [0]), &m_workStr[0] ,8 );  
 
sprintf  ( &(m_workStr[0]), "%08x", fileAttr.getFileSize() ); 
copyToField ( &(m_cpioHeader->c_filesize [0]), &m_workStr[0] ,8 );  
copyToField ( &(m_cpioHeader->c_dev_maj [0]),(char *) DEFAULT_STR ,8 ); 
copyToField ( &(m_cpioHeader->c_dev_min [0]),(char *) DEFAULT_STR ,8 ); 
copyToField ( &(m_cpioHeader->c_rdev_maj [0]),(char *) DEFAULT_STR ,8 ); 
copyToField ( &(m_cpioHeader->c_rdev_min [0]),(char *) DEFAULT_STR ,8 ); 
 
sprintf  ( &(m_workStr[0]), "%08x", strlen (fileName)+1 ); 
copyToField ( &(m_cpioHeader->c_namesize [0]), &m_workStr[0] ,8 );  
copyToField ( &(m_cpioHeader->c_chksum [0]),(char *) DEFAULT_STR ,8 );  
strncpy     ( &(m_cpioHeader->varStringField [0]), fileName ,90 );  
// name field should have trailing nulls 
 
m_headerLength =  BASE_BYTE_LENGTH + strlen (fileName); 
m_headerLength += 4 - (m_headerLength %4); 
 
}// end initHeader 
 
/////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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// 
//   Configures the header to represent a trailing header  
// 
void    cCpioHeader::initTrailerHeader  ( void ) 
{ 
initHeader ( "TRAILER!!!" ); 
copyToField ( &(m_cpioHeader->c_mode  [0]),(char *) DEFAULT_STR ,8 );  
} 
 

With ITOS (at NRL only), there is a program called file_capture which captures the 
packets from XF, reads the filename from header, un-cpio’s it, and writes the file in a local 
directory.  

2.6 Payload Data Definition 

As described in Section 4.3 below, SoloHI has three telemetry modes: MAINT, OBSHK, and 
OBSRV. The following table describes average and peak data rates for these modes. 
Timeframe for average of Science Data is during 30 days of Remote Sensing Observing 
Windows; for Housekeeping it is a full orbit. Timeframe for peak is 1 second.  

Table 2–7: SoloHI Peak and Average Data Rates 

Mode MAINT OBSHK OBSRV 

Average Science Data (kbps) 0 0 20.5 

Peak Science Data (kbps) 0 0 813 

Peak Science Data (pkts/sec) 0 0 50 

Average HK Data (kbps) 0.05 0.5 0.5 

Peak HK Data (kbps) * 800 800 800 

Peak HK Data (pkts/sec) * 25 25 25 

* Note that the peak HK data is upon command only, in case 
a file is exported to the ground for diagnostic purposes. The 
duration of the peak data rate depends on the size of the file. 

In Observing Mode science data packets are generated and sent to SSMM as determined by 
the previously loaded schedule. All images are sent to the SSMM as they are captured, as 
SoloHI does not have internal storage beyond buffers for a few images. Science telemetry 
will burst at maximum rate for up to a minute at a time, depending on the size of the image 
being sent. The average SpaceWire data rate requirement is ≤ 1 Mbps over a 5-minute period 
(Section 4.8.1.2 of the SoloHI EID-B, Issue 3, Revision 1). The SoloHI Instrument 
Specification also defines an average SpaceWire data rate requirement of ≤ 200 kbps over a 
2-hour period. For further details on the types and frequency of observations, please refer to 
Section 4.1 Operating Principles. 

Image files are compressed onboard SoloHI using a Rice (lossless) or H-Compress (lossy) 
compression algorithm. The file are then parsed into packets and sent to the SSMM. The 
science data packets are then reassembled on the ground. For observations consisting of a 
mosaic of images from two or more detectors, there will be one file per detector. Each file 
will consist of a header and compressed image data. Each type of compression works on a 
block by block basis, where a single block is 64 pixels (TBC) square. Therefore, loss of a few 
packets for an image will not result in loss of the complete image. Additionally, the header 
will be attached at the end of the image as well as the beginning, so that loss of the first 
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packet will not result in loss of the entire image. The Rice and H-compress decompression 
software are part of the SoloHI Image Processing Pipeline (IPP) and are contained in the 
Low-Latency Pipeline at SSOC.  

There will be three destinations for the science data. For Low-Latency (1 MB/day), SoloHI 
will generate 1) A regular sequence of horizontal strips which may be utilized to build 
"Jmaps" to show   propagation along that strip; and 2) A highly compressed sample from 
each detector will be downlinked daily for   diagnostics. As much as possible, these LL data 
will be a subset and not a copy of the regular telemetry, so that no data is sent down twice. 
Data that is not LL will be sent to one of a high or low priority packet store.  

Science data from SoloHI will be stored and distributed as uncompressed, uncalibrated 
Flexible Image Transport System (FITS) files. This product is referred to as Level-1 data. 
One FITS file will be generated for each image file in the spacecraft telemetry stream. The 
FITS file headers will include instrument orbit and attitude information (if available), all 
instrument settings associated with the image, information on all onboard and ground 
processing steps, image statistics, and any other ancillary information necessary to interpret 
the image data. Information about the individual exposures used to compute a single image 
from a sequence will be stored as an ASCII table extension to the standard FITS header 
(TBC). Housekeeping data will be extracted from the raw spacecraft telemetry and will be 
stored in a searchable database. The routine processing pipeline will produce the Level-1 
FITS images, which will be accessible via the Internet.  

The routine pipeline will also produce additional products such as browse images and movies 
for immediate posting on the Internet, higher resolution movies for research, Carrington and 
synoptic maps of heliospheric brightness at selected elongation angles throughout the field of 
view, and ancillary data (housekeeping tables and plots, attitude and orbit files). Lists of 
various events of interest, such as CMEs and comets, will be generated.  

A “best and final” calibrated data set (Level-2, as defined in the Solar Orbiter EID-A, section 
5.1.2) from the entire mission will be generated as soon as the final calibration has been 
determined (probably 1-2 years after the end of the nominal science mission). The following 
table gives an overview of SoloHI data products and their formats. In addition to the 
processing levels listed, there are CAL, ANC, LL01, LL02 LL04, LL2, LL3. Details are in 
SOL-SGS-TN-0009.  

Low-latency data will utilize the same processing pipeline as regular Level-1 data. The 
SoloHI image processing pipeline will be delivered to SSOC as a virtual machine. There it 
will be used to generate Level-1 FITS files as described in SOL-SGS-TN-0003. After the full 
playback has been retrieved, the LL data will be incorporated into the full playback data to 
make complete images, as the LL data will include a subset of the regular science data. The 
low-latency images will also be archived as a separate data set at the SPDC.  
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Table 2–8: SoloHI Primary Data Processing Levels 

Level Source Description 
0 SSOC CCSDS data packets or compressed image files.  
1 SoloHI SPDC FITS files with uncompressed images, one per detector. Values are 

in raw counts (DN). 
2 User workstation with 

Solarsoft 
FITS files from a single detector with calibrations applied. Values are 
in physical units (solar brightness).  

3 User workstation with 
Solarsoft or SPDC 
website 

Data products are the result of combining two or more images 
(mosaics, movies, Carrington maps, etc.) or Derived quantities 
(electron densities, CME masses, etc.). May or may not be physical 
units. 

 

3 INSTRUMENT INTERFACES 

This section shall summarize the interfaces to the spacecraft for the purpose of ease of 
reference. 

3.1 Mechanical 

A description of the mechanical interfaces with the spacecraft: 

For each unit the location and connections to the satellite structure, axes definition and 
alignment, dimensions and mass properties shall be described. 

A reference shall be included to the MICDs for all units (final version for FM to be included 
in Annex). 

The SoloHI mechanical interfaces are defined in SoloHI EID-B Section 4.5.  

3.2 Thermal 

A description of the thermal interfaces with the S/C and the resources required. A reference 
should be included to the TICD (final version for FM to be included in Annex). 

The SoloHI thermal interfaces are defined in SoloHI EID-B Section 4.6.  

3.3 Power 

The electrical interfaces for SoloHI to the spacecraft, including power modes, are defined in 
SoloHI EID-B Section 4.7. 

Upon loss of power, SoloHI will stop observations and data transmission across the 
SpaceWire link. Any image being processed at power-off, whether in transmission to the S/C, 
or in acquisition, or in packetization, will be lost. Spacecraft will operate SoloHI survival 
heaters.  

Upon reapplication of power, SoloHI will boot as described in Section 2.5.3. Operational 
heaters will resume operation according to the settings in the MRAM datavault. If 
observations are scheduled to be taken at the time of boot, SoloHI will resume its observation 
schedule at the next scheduled image. The observation schedule is stored in non-volatile 
MRAM. 
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The power resources from the S/C are: (1) the operational power bus and (2) the survival 
power bus.  The operational average power estimates are given in Table 3-1 taken from the 
EID-B Table 4-9.   

Table 3–1: SoloHI Average Power 

Component Basic Avg 
Power  (W) 

Nominal Avg 
Power (W) 

Avg Power 
Allocation (W) 

Margin 
(%) 

SoloHI Power System 
(SPS) 

3.85 3.96 - - 

SoloHI Camera 
Electronics (SCE) 

4.48 4.62   

Focal Plane Assembly 
(FPA) 

0.70 0.72   

Operational Heaters 3.93 4.21 - - 
Total 12.96 13.50 13.0 0.3% 

Detailed power profiles as well as estimated power consumption based on Electrical Model 
measurements may be found in Section 4.3.3Power Modes. 

3.4 Data Handling 

 This section describes SoloHI usage of PUS services.  

SoloHI will provide Service 1 Command Acceptance success/failure reports and execution 
success/failure reports as described in TN.00079 section 5.2.  

SoloHI will send Service (3,25) packets: 

x SID=1 packet with detailed housekeeping is sent to the SSMM at a 20 second 
cadence. 

x SID=2 packet with a summary of instrument health and status is sent to the OBC 
every 20 seconds within the 50bps limit. Content includes spacecraft power-off 
request, heater statuses, and observing statuses.  

x SID=3 packet is identical to SID=2 and is sent to the SSMM at a 20 second cadence, 
offset with SID=2 by 10 seconds. 

x SID=5 packet with 4 bytes of coarse time and 2 bytes of status information is sent to 
OBC at 1 Hz for inclusion in the inter-instrument Service 20 packet and as the 
instrument heartbeat.  

SoloHI will send Service 5 event reports indicating Normal, Warning or Ground Action 
required. There are a few Autonomy Rules requiring Onboard Action, which will entail 
removing power from the instrument See Section 4.5 for details on Autonomy Rules. The 
signal for onboard action will also be in a periodic TM(3,25) packet.  

SoloHI will utilize Service 6 Memory Management to dump, load, and check memory using 
absolute addresses. However, for nominal memory management activities, SoloHI will utilize 
its internal file-transfer protocols. For details on SoloHI Service 6 implementation please 
refer to Appendix A. 

SoloHI will NOT use Service 8 for private commanding. SoloHI commands will use Service 
246. 
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SoloHI will accept TC(9,129) Time Management Service packets and use them for setting 
instrument time at startup as specified in EID-A. 

SoloHI requests that the spacecraft utilize Service 12 to monitor TM(3,25) SID=2 and 
TM(5,4) Event Messages for request that the spacecraft power off the instrument. (See FDIR 
section 4.5.) 

SoloHI will accept Service 17 Test Service commands and provide a TM(17,2)  response. 

SoloHI requests that the spacecraft utilize Service 19 to request that the spacecraft power off 
the instrument.  

SoloHI will implement Service 21 to enable and disable generation of Category 12 science 
packets. 

3.4.1 SoloHI Use of Service 18 (OBCP) 

SoloHI will require OBCP from the spacecraft to execute the actions specified in section 
4.5.5. At a minimum this will require: 

OBCP_Solohi0002 shall execute  Solohi002 solohi_power_off.fcp (see Section 5). 

3.4.2 SoloHI Use of Service 20 (Information Distribution) 

SoloHI will accept Service 20 packets on APID=796. 

The data for inclusion in the Service 20 distribution is in SoloHI TM(3,25) SID=5, 
APID=1349. 

The following parameters shall be extracted from this packet by the spacecraft for inclusion 
in the SoloHI portion of Service 20: NIH0IOBT, NIHGI001, NIHGI102. 

After the HPC-On command is issued for SoloHI, there is a delay of about 40 or 100 seconds 
(alternating between boots) before the FSW is able to start sending these packets. 

The following spacecraft generated parameters are requested in the platform data field of 
Service 20: None at present. 

SoloHI will provide a counter of Service 20 packets received in parameter NIH0W20R. 

3.4.3 SoloHI Use of Service 22 (Context Saving) 

SoloHI will NOT use Service 22 Context store messages to save data. 

3.4.4 Commanding 

Many commands are available for onboard maintenance of the SoloHI instrument. All 
commands are documented in Appendix A. Critical commands require the operator to 
confirm intent to ensure they are not requested inadvertently. No single SoloHI command 
will cause a loss of mission or loss of the instrument. 

A single onboard schedule file will specify the observation schedule for each day of 
observations. The SoloHI instrument software operates using an onboard file system. All 
schedules and camera parameters are contained in files, which are transferred from the 
ground to SoloHI in command packets. (See Section 4.2.4 for details.) Once a file is received 
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and assembled by the SoloHI FSW, another command tells the system to read the file. For 
scheduling observations, every day the FSW looks to see if there is a schedule for the day, 
and if there is, loads that schedule into memory. The schedule file for a single day comprises 
about 1000 bytes.  If no schedule file is found, then the default schedule will be loaded from 
file TBD. Commanding for instrument calibrations will be scheduled just like normal 
observations. 

The SoloHI operations personnel at the Science Planning and Data Center (at ESOC or NRL) 
develop operational instrument activity plans and commands. Command uploads may be 
generated utilizing graphical user interfaces (GUIs) or be software-generated based on input 
constraints. We expect infrequent command loads to update the observing schedule for 
different orbital phases. Schedule validation is performed in software after it is formatted for 
transfer to the SSOC or SMOC. Following command transmission, the operator, with the 
help of ground automation software, checks telemetry to verify that the schedule file was 
correctly received on-board by the instrument. 

4 INSTRUMENT OPERATIONS 

4.1 Operating Principles 

The SoloHI mission operations approach draws on experience with successful operations of 
solar imaging instruments on the SOHO and STEREO missions. The SoloHI science 
objectives will be achieved with automated ground and flight systems that offer flexibility to 
the science planner, while ensuring instrument health and safety. 

The SoloHI will operate primarily in an encounter-observing mode for three 10-day 
observing periods during each orbit. A single observing program for each orbit will meet the 
baseline science measurement requirements for each orbit during the science mission. 
Observing sequences tailored to specific science questions and orbit “regions” will be 
interspersed with synoptic observations as dictated by mission phase and available resources 
such as onboard recorder storage space and downlink capability. 
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Figure 4-1: SoloHI Operations Concept Overview 

Figure 4-1 identifies the interfaces and concept of operations between the SoloHI Science 
Planning and Data Center (SPDC) at NRL and the Solar Orbiter Science Ground Segment 
(SGS). During nominal science operations, all receipt of telemetry from and commanding of 
the SoloHI instrument is via the Solar Orbiter Science Operations Center (SSOC) at the 
European Space Astronomy Center (ESA/ESAC) near Madrid. The Solar Orbiter Mission 
Operations Center (SMOC) and the spacecraft communications infrastructure are provided by 
the European Space Operations Center (ESA/ESOC) in Darmstadt. The SoloHI team 
supports Solar Orbiter spacecraft and science operations meetings and functions as required. 
The SPDC specifies instrument commands to the SSOC to be coordinated with other 
instruments’ commands for submission to the SMOC as consolidated payload operations 
requests. The SMOC in turn processes and merges the submitted requests into a timeline to 
be uplinked to the spacecraft. The SPDC receives and archives all instrument telemetry from 
the SSOC and provides data products to the science community as well as to the Solar 
Orbiter Data Archive at ESAC. 

Table 4-1 provides an example observing program for orbit 1 and details the science data 
output from the SoloHI instrument.  The data collected is a function of the heliocentric 
distance of the S/C – the further the instrument is from the sun, the lower is the data rate 
downlinked and vice versa.  The table shows, for each type of image, the pixel binning, the 
image size, both before and after data compression (DC), the image cadence and the total 
data volume. 
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Table 4–1: Baseline Observing Program for Orbit 1 

 

The SoloHI detector is a mosaic of four APS detectors (arranged so each covers a quadrant) 
and two readout ports.  The detectors can be operated independently with different exposure 
times for each detector, if needed.  The quadrants closest to the Sun will be observing much 
brighter regions and will have a different exposure time than the outer quadrants. The SoloHI 
APS allows on-chip selection of high gain or low gain mode independently for each quadrant 
of the detector. The high gain mode reduces the read noise compared to the low gain mode, 
but also reduces the linear full well by roughly a factor of 8. If there is no row on the detector 
that will reach the linear full well during the single image exposure time, the SoloHI 
observing program will use the high gain mode.   The observing program is currently 
designed to use only the high gain mode and to bin pixels and sum images in the camera 
electronics to get the desired photometric accuracy.   Exposure control, data compression and 
data volume verification is provided by the LEON3FT CPU. 

The perihelion and near perihelion modes have three types of images interspersed: full frame, 
radial swath, and turbulence mode (inner FOV).  The full frame and radial swath images will 
use all four APS detectors but with varying exposure time depending upon the FOV angular 
distance from the Sun. The inner FOV images are designed to have the highest cadence and 
to use just one detector for 10 minutes of each hour and only for a portion of the perihelion 
and near perihelion periods of observation. The far perihelion and out of ecliptic observing 
plans are synoptic with the instrument doing the same observations for the entire period.  The 
detectors will be operated with three FOV and three exposure times using all four detectors. 
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4.1.1 Observation Concept of Operations 

Prior to each observing or calibration period, schedule files for each day of observation must 
be uploaded to SoloHI. If they need to be modified, schedule blocks or camera parameter 
changes may also need to be uploaded. 

The SoloHI concept of operations divides the day into blocks of 2-hour (TBC) duration and 
devises sets of observations that fit within that duration. For example, a daily schedule file 
would call block A 3 times, block B 1 time, block A 5 times, block C 1 time, etc. Upload of 
schedules and camera parameters to SoloHI would be in the context of the Solar Orbiter 
planning cycle. Schedules would be planned and implemented in the medium-term planning 
cycle for each orbit. Schedules may be refined and replaced during the short-term planning 
cycle up to a week before observation. In either case, from the instrument’s point of view, 
uplink may occur at any time before start of the day of a given observation.  

4.2 Instrument Operations Constraints 

This section shall define all the constraints applicable to the flight operations of the 
instrument, down to unit level if applicable. As a minimum, the categories of constraints in 
the following subsections must be considered. 

4.2.1 INTERNAL CONSTRAINTS 

4.2.1.1 SoloHI Power Up 

A delay of minimum 1 millisecond between switch on of the SoloHI LCL and sending the 
instrument HPC-On command shall be respected. 

SoloHI main bus current should not exceed 0.45 Amp during power-up and boot. 

4.2.1.2 SoloHI Nominal Internal Constraints 

SoloHI main bus current should not exceed 1.0 Amp during nominal operations. (This 
includes the Anneal heater ON case.) 

4.2.1.3 SoloHI Door Deployment 

During door deployment, the SoloHI bus current should not exceed 5 Amps for a duration of 
0.5 second. 

4.2.1.4 SoloHI Power Down 

Between sending the SoloHI HPC-Off command and switch off of the instrument LCL, a 
delay of minimum 1 millisecond shall be respected. 

After SoloHI HPC-On, a delay of at least 145 seconds, or receipt of NIH0ECOD=4, before 
HPC-Off shall be respected, unless bus current or temperature limits are being violated. 

4.2.1.5 Loss of Instrument Heartbeat 

After loss of instrument heartbeat, a delay of at least 145 seconds, or receipt of 
NIH0ECOD=4, before HPC-Off shall be respected, unless bus current or temperature limits 
are being violated. (See Section 4.5.5.) 
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4.2.1.6 Exception Handling 

In the normal course of operations, exceptions (anomalous or unexpected conditions in 
execution of software code) will occur. They may be in hardware (such as Single Event 
Upsets) or software (such as divide by zero). The FSW has been developed to handle as 
many exceptions as can be anticipated. If a known exception is encountered, an event 
message TM(5,2) will be generated, and additional information about the exception will be 
sent to the ground as a file (ApID=1333) that is reconstructed by the ITOS file_capture 
application. However, there are some exceptions that the Leon3 does not recover from. If 
(when) this happens, the processor will halt, and after a watchdog timeout of 30 seconds, the 
processor will reboot into a known, safe state. During this reboot, removal of SoloHI power 
should be avoided, as indicated under Loss of Instrument Heartbeat in the FDIR section 
below. 

4.2.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS 

SoloHI environmental constraints are identified in EID-B with minimal detail. Details of the 
constraints are captured here. 

4.2.2.1 Thermal Constraints 

Constraints on the thermal environment based on required instrument operations, and vice 
versa. For example, required temperatures for switch-on of equipment, operational and non-
operational temperature limits, needed temperature stabilisation times between change of 
instrument configurations. 

4.2.2.1.1 SoloHI Door Deployment 

There are thermal and contamination constraints on opening the one-shot SoloHI door. The 
door shall not be opened until: 

x maximum distance to the sun is <1.0 AU, to maintain instrument safe temperature 
x at least one year, or outgassing rate is < TBD, to avoid contamination. 

(Reference requirement SHI.EIDB.69.) 

4.2.2.1.2 SoloHI Instrument Temperature Operating Ranges 

TBD: There will be a table here with spacecraft-measured temperatures that bound the 
acceptable range for turn-on of the SoloHI instrument. 

4.2.2.2 Illumination Constraints 

4.2.2.2.1 Spacecraft Pointing 

There are NO safeguards (shutters, doors, etc) that protect the instrument from solar exposure 
in case of an attitude anomaly, once the one-shot door has been released. There are two 
constraints for SoloHI detector illumination AFTER door deployment: 

x Steady state non-observing case: The sun shall not enter the SoloHI Field of View. 
x Transient non-observing case: The sun shall not cross the SoloHI Field of View 

slower than TBD degrees per minute. 
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4.2.2.2.2 Solar Array Orientation 

SoloHI should not have scheduled regular or calibration observations when the Solar Aspect 
Angle as defined in EID-A Section 12.3.7.4 is between 43 and 53 degrees. (Reference 
requirement SHI.EIDB.74.) 

 

4.2.2.3 Attitude and Orbit Constraints 

Constraints regarding required or forbidden operations depending on the mission phase 
and/or the S/C attitude shall be covered. This shall include required calibration or 
engineering activities during the different mission phases. 

During all scheduled regular or calibration observations, SoloHI requires knowledge of 
spacecraft pointing at a frequency of 1 second (TBC). This may be obtained from ground 
data products up to TBD days after image downlink. 

4.2.2.3.1 During SoloHI Observing Windows 

Spacecraft pointing change must not exceed TBD arcsec during TBD hours/days. In order to 
characterize the background scene, a stable view should be maintained over many 
observations. 

During SoloHI observations, sun off-point angle shall not exceed 1.3 degrees. 

Table 4–2: Pointing Requirements for SoloHI During Observing Windows 

Pointing Parameter SoloHI Boresight Around Boresight 
APE : Absolute Pointing Error < 3.7 arcmin < 20 arcmin 
PDE : Pointing Drift Error < 0.60 arcmin / 3 min and 

< 1.25 arcmin / 90 min 
< 1.75 arcmin / 3 min and 
< 3.50 arcmin / 90 min 

RPE : Relative Pointing Error  < 0.5 arcmin / 40 sec < 1.75 arcmin / 40 sec 
AKE : Absolute Knowledge Error N/A N/A 

(Reference requirements in EID-B Section 4.4.4.5.) 

4.2.2.3.2 During Calibration 

Descriptions of the calibrations listed below are in Sections 4.6.4.1 and 4.6.5.1.  

1. Post-Annealing Calibration Roll 
a. Size: 90⁰  
b. Frequency: once per orbit  
c. Duration: a few hours 

2. Stray Light / Heat Shield Alignment Off-point 
a. Size: 2-4 degrees 
b. Frequency: Once 
c. Duration: Hours 

4.2.3 SPACECRAFT RELATED CONSTRAINTS 

The times for S/C maneuvers such as rolls, momentum dumps, off-points need to be 
communicated to the SoloHI team well in advance to permit the detailed planning of the 
SoloHI schedule.  A constraint is that a maneuver should not be performed during a SoloHI 
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image summing sequence.  The SoloHI schedule would be generated to avoid those 
maneuver times.  For the purposes of this requirement, a maneuver is defined to be any S/C 
activity that exceeds the SoloHI pointing stability requirement describe in section 4.2.2.3.1. 

A SoloHI constraint about solar array position is described in Section 4.2.2.2.2.  

4.2.4 GROUND OPERATIONS CONSTRAINTS 

4.2.4.1 Instrument Commanding Via File Upload 

SoloHI operates using an onboard File System, in the SoloHI internal memory. Inputs for 
nominal operations are communicated to the instrument as files. This is in addition to 
nominal-type commands with discrete parameters. Default files (both parameters and 
schedules) are stored in non-volatile memory. The schedules for the 10-day Remote Sensing 
observing window will nominally be all uploaded prior to the start of the window. 

SoloHI File Transfer procedure: 

x Ground system prepares ASCII file with CPIO header, data in Hex. 
x File is parsed into command packets, which are re-assembled onboard in VRAM.  
x Missing packet(s) increments an error counter. Successful upload of each file is 

indicated by increment of a file counter. 
x File is read and activated by ground or onboard SoloHI command. 
x File is optionally moved to MRAM by ground command. 

Summary of files to be uploaded as part of normal operations: 

x One schedule file per day of observations (including calibrations). Each daily file is 
about 1250 bytes, which for stipulated command packet data size of 216 bytes/packet 
is 6 command packets.  The schedule is constructed from a series of 2-hour (TBC) 
blocks.  If the schedule needs to be updated, it can be modified by sending up a 
revised schedule in which the specific 2-hour block (or multiple blocks) is modified. 
A schedule block is about 14KB uncompressed, which is equivalent to about 60 
command packets.   

x Camera parameter files, 1-2 per orbit, perhaps 16 KB each. 

4.2.5 OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS WITH OTHER INSTRUMENTS 

SoloHI has no operational constraints with other instruments, apart from changes in 
spacecraft pointing. (TBC) 

4.3 Instrument Operating Modes 

SoloHI has a Boot Mode that is transient. Once boot has succeeded, modes for SoloHI are 
defined in terms of Telemetry and Power. SoloHI has three telemetry modes: MAINT (low-
rate housekeeping telemetry), OBSHK (nominal housekeeping telemetry), and OBSRV 
(Observing – nominal housekeeping plus Science). Power modes are described in SoloHI 
EID-B Sections 4.7.3-6 in terms of both orbit phase and operations. The power modes that 
are not dependent on thermal environment are listed below in section 4.3.3. 

Except as described below, in all telemetry and power modes (except Boot): functionality and 
presence of all software tasks is identical; all TM/TC services are supported; FDIR is 
identical. 
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Table 4–3: SoloHI Function/Equipment Status vs. Power Mode 

Power Mode 
 Function \ 

Off Boot House-
keeping 

Observ-
ing 

Anneal Door 
Deploy 

SpaceWire NO NO YES YES YES YES 
Op Heaters NO NO YES YES YES YES 
Anneal Heater NO NO NO NO YES NO 
Door Mech Htr NO NO NO NO NO YES 
Surv Heaters YES YES YES YES YES YES 
Detector Ops NO NO YES YES NO NO 
Image Proc NO NO NO YES NO NO 

In the following transition tables, a number followed by a suffix refers to a procedure in 
section 5; a duration (seconds) indicates an autonomous transition (some may be either); “x” 
indicates the transition is not applicable: 

Table 4–4: Power Mode Transitions 

Transition from: 
Transition to: 

Off Boot House-
keeping 

Observing Anneal Door 
Deploy 

Off x 002.fcp/ 
701.crp 

002.fcp/ 
701.crp 

002.fcp/ 
701.crp 

002.fcp/ 
701.crp 

002.fcp/ 
701.crp 

Boot 001.fcp x 702.crp or 
30s 

702.crp or 
30s 

702.crp or 
30s 

702.crp or 
30s 

House-keeping x 40s or 
100s 

x 703.crp or 
20s 

007.fcp or 
20s 

802.cmp 

Observing x TBD 008.fcp or 5s x x x 
Anneal x x 006.fcp x x x 
Door Deploy x x 802.cmp x x x 

Table 4–5: Telemetry Mode Transitions 

Transition from:  
Transition to: 

OFF BOOT MAINT OBSHK OBSRV 

OFF x 002.fcp/701.crp 002.fcp/701.crp 002.fcp/701.crp 002.fcp/701.crp 
BOOT 001.fcp x 702.crp or 30s 702.crp or 30s 702.crp or 30s 
MAINT x 40s or 100s x 010.fcp 010.fcp 
OBSHK x 40s or 100s 009.fcp x 703.crp or 20s 
OBSRV x TBD 008.fcp or 5s 008.fcp or 5s x 

 

4.3.1 Boot Mode 

This mode is defined as the period between Power-ON (or internally commanded reboot) and 
establishment of the SpaceWire link by FSW. By definition, in this mode there is not 
telemetry generated or commands received. Since there are no internal heater operations in 
this mode, SoloHI power draw is somewhat less than operational. It lasts 40 or 100 seconds, 
depending on the sense of the boot count. Boot is described with more detail in section 2.5.3. 
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4.3.2 Telemetry Modes 
Table 4–6: SoloHI Telemetry Modes 

Telemetry Mode Telemetry rate 
OBSHK (nominal, poweron)  500 bps  
MAINT 50 bps 
OBSRV 500 kbps for 1-3 minutes, per image 

 

4.3.2.1 MAINT Telemetry Mode 

All FSW functionality is available and all software tasks are running. Housekeeping (service 
3) telemetry is limited to 50 bps.  A summary of instrument status is sent to OBC at a 20 
second cadence. Detailed software status is sent to SSMM at 10 minute cadence. Other OBC 
telemetry (non-periodic and by request) is unaffected. Though not precluded by design, it is 
not envisioned that any operations besides nominal housekeeping occur in this mode. 

This mode is indicated in periodic telemetry by NIHDKTMD = MAINT.  

4.3.2.2 OBSHK Telemetry Mode 

By default this is the mode that SoloHI boots into, unless the default mode has been changed 
in NVRAM (Datavault). A summary of instrument status is sent to OBC at a 20 second 
cadence and to SSMM at a 20 second cadence, for a combined cadence of 10 seconds. 
Detailed software status is sent to SSMM at 20 second cadence. 

This mode is indicated in periodic telemetry by NIHDKTMD = OBSHK.  

4.3.2.3 OBSRV Telemetry Mode 

The OBSRV mode is defined by operation of the camera, processing images, and sending 
Service 21 packets to the SSMM. 

This mode is indicated in periodic telemetry by NIHDKCST = RUNNING.  

The daily telemetry output in OBSRV mode varies by position in the orbit and the loaded 
observing program. The following table gives example data rates for different periods in the 
first orbit. Other orbits would have similar profiles. The actual profile for each orbit would be 
provided by the SoloHI SPDC along with the schedule files, at 2 hour granularity (TBC), 
with the average data rate and begin and end time for each rate.  
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Table 4–7: SoloHI Example Science Data Rate by Orbit Phase 

 

 

4.3.3 Power Modes 

Various power modes may be entered independently of whether the Telemetry Mode is 
MAINT or OBSHK. All ON power modes assume operation of four heaters (LENS, SPS, 
SCE, DETOPS), of which the duty cycle depends on the distance from the sun. The OFF 
power mode involves operation of the three SoloHI survival heaters. The numbers below for 
camera operations are derived from bus current measurements from Electrical Model power 
testing in September 2014. Heater power numbers are from SoloHI Htr Duty Cycle 
021315.xlsx, and assuming 29V supply (maximum power). The ranges indicate differences in 
heater utilization due to varying distance from the sun. (Reference EID-B Section 4.7.4.) 

Table 4–8: SoloHI Power Modes 

Power Mode Average (W) Long Peak (W) 
Housekeeping  8.88 - 12.25 11.57 - 15.28 
Observing 9.54 – 12-62 12.92 - 16.63 
Detector Annealing 20.92 23.98 
Door Deployment 11.70 107 
Off 6.76 - 10.59 13.08 

 

The following profiles should all be considered hypothetical and are for example purposes 
only.  
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4.3.3.1 Housekeeping Power Mode 

This is the power mode unless one of the other following modes is in effect. Only three 
operational heaters are in use. 

 
Figure 4-2: SoloHI Housekeeping-only Power Profile 

Anik De Groof
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4.3.3.2 Observing Power Mode 

While reading out and processing images, the power draw increases slightly due to camera 
FPGA activity and processor activity. This example is from the highest-rate observing 
program (Perihelion Solar Wind Turbulence).  

This mode is indicated in periodic telemetry by NIHDKCST = RUNNING.  

 
Figure 4-3: SoloHI Observing Mode Power Profile 
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4.3.3.3 Detector Annealing Power Mode 

Annealing mode is Housekeeping Power Mode plus activation of the ANNEAL heater. There 
will never by science observations in Annealing Power Mode. 

This mode is indicated in periodic telemetry by NIHDKAHS = On.  

 
Figure 4-4: SoloHI Detector Annealing Power Profile 
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4.3.3.4 Door Deployment Power Mode 

Prior to deployment of the one-shot door, the DOOR mechanism heater is activated to heat 
up the actuator prior to deployment. This is on top of Housekeeping Mode. This mode occurs 
only once. The actual deployment will be a spike of 107 W of duration 0.4 seconds, after 
temperature NIH0K37T reaches TBD deg C for TBD minutes (expected to be several hours). 

This mode is indicated in OBC telemetry by NIHDKDHS=On at some time during the 
previous 5 minutes. 

 
Figure 4-5: SoloHI Door Deployment Power Profile 
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4.3.3.5 Off Mode 

When the SoloHI instrument is powered off, it depends on spacecraft heater power for 
survival. Shown here is a possible profile for the Survival Door Open case. 

 
Figure 4-6: SoloHI Survival Door Open Power Profile 
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4.4 Autonomy 

For science operations (OBSRV mode), there are two autonomous functions, which are 
controlled in Image Processing: 

1. Autonomous control of exposure duration prevents image starvation or saturation. 
2. Output of image telemetry volume may be reduced so that the output science 

telemetry does not exceed the SoloHI allocation. This may occur, for example, if 
compression is not as effective as expected due to a particle event.  

For instrument safety, there are a number of Autonomy Rules, which are addressed in Section 
4.5.  

4.5 Fault Detection, Isolation, and Recovery 

The autonomy rule component of Instrument Health is responsible for maintaining the safety 
of SoloHI. It implements the autonomy rules specified in the SoloHI Instrument Specification 
(SSD-SPC-SOLOHI-001).  It performs its duties by responding as necessary from monitoring 
SoloHI telemetry values (primarily analog telemetry).  

Each autonomy rule has associated with it a telemetry point or data value being monitored, a 
frequency of monitoring (e.g., every 10 seconds), a condition of that monitored value (e.g., 
the temperature exceeds 20 degrees C), the persistence of the condition (e.g., occurs four 
times within five samples), an action that may be performed when the persistence of the 
condition is met, and a response action mode (whether the action should be performed or not 
(active or passive response mode)). In addition, telemetry-monitoring autonomy rules also 
have a control state associated with them (whether the rule is enabled or disabled) and an 
action state (whether the rule has tripped or not). 

If an autonomy rule’s control state is disabled, the rule’s persistence will be evaluated but the 
rule will not trip when the persistence limit is exceeded.  When a disabled rule is enabled by 
ground command, the rule will trip on its next evaluation if the persistence limit is met. 

When an autonomy rule trips, an event message (Service 5, subtype 3 or 4) reporting the trip 
is always generated.  If the rule’s response action mode is “active”, the specified action 
step(s) will be performed.  If the action mode is “passive”, no action beyond issuing the event 
message will be performed. The telemetry point-monitoring autonomy rules operate in a “one 
shot” mode, namely, after they trip, they will not trip again unless the rule is re-activated by a 
command (see below).  

All Event IDs contain information about which subsystem caused the rule to trigger as a 16 
bit event code with the MSB nibble identifying a subsystem (0-15) and the three LS nibbles 
an event code (0-4095). Therefore all Autonomy Rule events fall in the range TBD to TBD.  

4.5.1 Implementation 

The autonomy rule processing is controlled in a cSafety class instantiated by Instrument 
Health. Three fault detection and correction (FDC) classes perform the logic for a single rule. 
The three FDC class variants handle a condition testing whether the telemetry point value is 
greater than a threshold, whether the value is less than a threshold, or whether the value has 
not changed from its previous value. One of these classes is instantiated by the cSafety object 
for each telemetry point autonomy rule. 
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4.5.2 Control Commands, Tables, and Parameters 

The operations of the telemetry autonomy rules are controlled by table and by command. The 
IH_SAFETY table (table ID = 23) defines each telemetry autonomy rule. The TBD 
(IHAUTONOMY) command is used to enable or disable an autonomy rule, change a rule’s 
current action response state to active or passive, or to reactivate a rule (clear action taken) 
after the rule has tripped.  The commanded action applies to a single autonomy rule if the 
TBD (=RULENUM) parameter is set to a rule number.  The commanded action applies to all 
telemetry autonomy rules if the TBD (=RULENUM) parameter is set to ALL.  The TBD 
(IHAUTONOMYTLM) command controls the generation of telemetry reporting the status of 
each autonomy rule in Service (3,26) housekeeping (APID=1336, StructureID=289) which is 
a periodic packet. 

Each item (record) of the IH_SAFETY table (ASCII text) file specifies a single telemetry 
autonomy rule.  The table may have up to 50 items.  Each table item is 60 bytes in length 
comprised of 15 two-byte values and a 30-byte string.   

The C code structure for a single autonomy table entry is 

typedef struct 
{ 
    uint16  ruleNum;            // identifying number of the rule 
    uint16  comparisonType;     // type of comparison of the data to the limit 
    int16   limitTimes100;      // physical value of the limit times 100 
    uint16  evalInterval;       // interval between evaluations (seconds) 
    uint16  persisThreshold;    // trigger when this number of out-of-limits 
    uint16  persisWindow;       // occur within this number of evaluations 
    uint16  tlmApid;            // APID of the telemetry packet 
    uint16  tlmStartByte;       // offset into the pkt for the start of data 
    uint16  tlmStartBit;        // location of the first bit of the data 
    uint16  tlmBitLength;       // number of bits in the telem pt data 
    uint16  convTblItmIndex;    // index into the tlm conversion table 
    uint16  eventType;          // indicator of the type of evt msg to send 
    uint16  actionNum;          // number the action to take when fired 
    uint16  actionMode;         // 0 = report but no action; 1 = take action 
    uint16  enableMode;         // 0 = operation is disabled; enabled otherwise 
    uint8   ruleName [IH_FDC_RULE_NAME_MAX_LEN];    // rule name byte array 
 
} sSafetyTblItem; 

Each row of the autonomy table is read into the above structure. Data in the row is ASCII 
text with numbers in hexadecimal. An example row of the autonomy table showing the 
format: 

; HI Bus Current High 
X0003  0002 0046  000A 0003 0005  042B 007A 0000 0010 0002 0002 0002 0001 0001 48 
49 20 42 75 73 20 43 75 72 72 65 6E 74 20 48 69 67 68 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 
00 

Details of the composition of a table item are as follows: 
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Table 4–9: SoloHI IH_SAFETY (Autonomy Rule) Table Description 

Field Data Type Description 
Rule Number Unsigned 

16 
The number of the rule as specified in the SPC-SOLOHI-001. 

Comparison Type Unsigned 
16 

The type of comparison of the data samples with respect to 
the limit or previous sample values.  1 = Sample value less 
than the limit; 2 = Sample value greater than the limit; 3 = 
Sample value unchanged from previous sample value. 

Limit Times 100 Signed 16 The physical value of the limit times 100.  For example, the 
value 2000 (07D0 hex) represents a limit value of 20 degrees 
C; the value –1750 (F92A hex) represents a limit value of –
17.5. 

Evaluation Interval Unsigned 
16 

The amount of time between successive evaluations 
(seconds). 

Persistence 
Threshold 

Unsigned 
16 

The autonomy rule “trips” when the data samples exceed the 
limit this number of times within the number of samples 
specified by the Persistence Window parameter (the next 
field).  For example, a rule with persistence of “4 out of 6” 
would trip (i.e., execute its action (subject to some caveats)) if 
4 of the most recent 6 samples exceeded the limit.  In that 
example, the Persistence Threshold value would be 4. 

Persistence Window Unsigned 
16 

The number of most-recent samples to be included in the 
determination of whether the rule should be “tripped”.  In the 
example above, the Persistence Window value is 6. 

Telemetry APID Unsigned 
16 

The CCSDS Application ID (APID) in the telemetry packet 
where the telemetry point value resides. 

Telemetry Start Byte Unsigned 
16 

The number of bytes offset from the first byte of the CCSDS 
telemetry packet where the first byte of the telemetry point 
value resides. 

Telemetry Start Bit Unsigned 
16 

The number of the bit within the Telemetry Start Byte where 
the most significant bit of the telemetry point value 
resides.  Note that the most significant bit in a byte is bit 
number 0; the least significant bit is 7. 

Telemetry Bit Length Unsigned 
16 

The number of bits of data that comprise the telemetry point 
value. 

Conversion Table 
Item Index 

Unsigned 
16 

Specifies the kind of conversion to be applied to the telemetry 
point raw value extracted from the telemetry packet.  This 
value is the index of the item within the conversion 
table.  TBD. 

Event Type Unsigned 
16 

Specifies the subtype of event message to send.  3 = warning; 
4 = critical.  

Action Number Unsigned 
16 

Number of the action to take when the autonomy rule 
trips.  Actions implemented are: TBD 

Action Mode Unsigned 
16 

Specifies whether the action will be handled actively or 
passively if the rule trips.  0 = passive; 1 = active. 

Enable Mode Unsigned 
16 

Specifies whether the rule is enabled or not.  0 = disabled; 
enabled otherwise. 

Rule Name 30 Byte 
String 

ASCII character string for the name of the rule.  The rule 
name is reported in event messages.  Must be 30 bytes in 
length with any trailing bytes set to null (i.e. 0x00). 

Actions are implemented as command sequences on SoloHI and are compiled executable C 
or C++ code that are provided in FSW. The IH_SAFETY table is jam-loadable.  If the table 
is jam loaded (via cmd ZIHMTBLD) or reinitialized (via cmd ZIHMTBIT), the processing of 
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all telemetry autonomy rules is restarted (even if only one item of the table is jam loaded). 
Hence, if a telemetry rule has accumulated a non-zero persistence prior to the table load, the 
persistence will be zero after the load. 

The code to evaluate the telemetry point autonomy rules is implemented as methods of the 
cSafety class.  The Scheduler (SH) task sends a “monitor health and safety” message to IH 
once a second to trigger the evaluation. 

4.5.3 Telemetry and Events      

The Instrument Health normal housekeeping telemetry (SPID=56348, SSMM only) contains 
four autonomy rule telemetry points.  They report summary statistics about the telemetry-
monitoring autonomy rules: the number of rules defined (NIH0HFRC), the number that are 
enabled (NIH0HFEC), the number of rules having active response action mode 
(NIH0HFMC), and the number of rules that have tripped (NIH0HFTC). 

More detailed information about each autonomy rule may be generated via the TBD 
(IHAUTONOMYTLM) command. For each telemetry-monitoring autonomy rule, the 
detailed telemetry reports the name of the rule, its number, its control state (enabled or 
disabled), its response action mode (active or passive), its action status (ready or tripped), and 
its persistence count at the time the telemetry was generated. 

Each successful autonomy rule change using the TBD command is reported with event 
number TBD. The event message’s first parameter reports the rule number; the second 
parameter reports the command code specified in the command.  

4.5.4 Initialization 

When the Instrument Health subsystem is started via the “autoexec” script at boot, the 
autonomy rules component is initiated with the default safety table specified for the mode. If 
a table item or the full safety table is jam loaded or the safety table is “initted”, all of the 
telemetry-monitoring autonomy rule objects are destroyed and all are re-instantiated. Hence, 
any accumulated persistence is lost and persistence restarts. Also, if autonomy telemetry 
generation was previously active, it will stop; it must be re-activated by a subsequent 
command. 

4.5.5 Spacecraft Actions in Response to SoloHI 

It is assumed that SoloHI survival power is always on. If this is not the case, every time 
SoloHI is powered off, survival power should be turned on. For all cases, the SMOC shall 
notify SoloHI personnel immediately if an autonomy action is detected. 

The following table summarizes spacecraft FDIR actions in response to SoloHI. Conditions 
that result in a SoloHI request for power-off are detailed in Table 4–11. The procedure to 
power-off SoloHI autonomously is Solohi701 emergency_off.crp. 
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Reference EID-B Section 4.9.2.2. for SoloHI FDIR requirements.Table 4–10: FDIR Managed by 
Spacecraft 

Monitor 
Param 

Monitor 
Description 

Limit Action Persistence Addtl. 

NIH0YSID Event ID in range 
2304-2399 

Event Message, 
Power-OFF 
SoloHI 

1/1 Service (5,4) 

NIHDKRPF Power-off 
request 

=1 Event Message, 
Power-OFF 
SoloHI 

2/2 Periodic Tlm, 
20 sec 
cadence 

TBD SoloHI Bus 
Current 

> 1.0 Amp Event Message, 
Power-OFF 
SoloHI 

At least 2, 
spanning >= 1 
second.  

 

NIH0IOBT Instrument 
Heartbeat 

Missing 10 
sec 

Event Message n/a Could be re-
booting 

NIH0IOBT Instrument 
Heartbeat 

Missing 
145 sec 

Event Message n/a Could be re-
booting 

NIH0IOBT Instrument 
Heartbeat 

Missing 
215 sec 

Event Message, 
Power-OFF 
SoloHI 

n/a  

4.5.5.1 Request Power Off – TM(5,4) 

Trigger: Receive TM(5,4) Event Message, Event ID = (See Table 4–11) 

Action: Spacecraft switches off power to SoloHI and issues an event packet. 

4.5.5.2 Request Power Off – TM(3,25) 

Trigger: NIHDKRPF = 1. (NIHDKRPF is byte 20, bit 0 of SPID=56316) 

Action: Spacecraft switches off power to SoloHI and issues an event packet. 

Packet SPID=56316 has a cadence 20 seconds. This rule is a backup to the previous, in case 
the one-off Event Message is missed. 

4.5.5.3 SoloHI Bus Current 

The SoloHI bus current should be monitored directly by the spacecraft because the SoloHI 
current monitor does not include heater loads, and in case of a problem during boot when the 
SoloHI FSW is not operating. This trigger criteria allows for the door deployment because 
for that event the bus current should rise for much less than 1 second. 

Trigger: SoloHI Bus Current > 1.0 Amp for 2 consecutive measurements 1 second apart. 

Action: Spacecraft switches off power to SoloHI and issues an event packet. 

4.5.5.4 No heartbeat for 10 seconds 

Trigger: No SPID=56349 (1 Hz heartbeat) packets for 10 seconds  

Action: Spacecraft generates a TM(5,3) Event Message. 

This indicates something has interrupted the generation of packets; the time without heartbeat 
says something about what the problem is. It is expected that SoloHI will remain powered if 
no telemetry is detected for 10 seconds. There is no credible combination of commands 
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which would cause an instrument state which is harmful for the instrument or the spacecraft. 
Therefore it is recommended to leave power applied to SoloHI.  

4.5.5.5 No heartbeat for 145 seconds 

Trigger: No SPID=56349 (1 Hz heartbeat) or SPID=56316 packets for 145 seconds 
(either/or) 

Action: Spacecraft generates a TM(5,3) Event Message. 

It is expected that SoloHI will remain powered if no telemetry is detected for 145 seconds. 
If this trigger is encountered, it means that processor has not rebooted normally after a 
watchdog timeout reset: 145 seconds = 30 seconds for processor watchdog timeout + 100 
seconds for maximum nominal boot time + 15 seconds to generate a packet. 

4.5.5.6 No heartbeat for 215 seconds 

Trigger: No SPID=56349 (1 Hz heartbeat) or SPID=56316 packets for 215 seconds 
(either/or) 

Action: Spacecraft switches off power to SoloHI. 

This trigger allows for completion of FDIR action described in 4.5.6.1.2: 215 seconds = 100 
seconds for SoloHI to respond to SpaceWire Linkstate Error (see below) + 100 seconds for 
maximum nominal boot time + 15 seconds to generate a packet. 

4.5.6 SoloHI Autonomy Rules 

Table 4–12 is a summary of Autonomy rules and Actions, equivalent to SSD-SPC-SOLOHI-
001 Table 7-2. In case of any conflict between the two documents, the one with the most 
recent release shall be considered authoritative. The Rule IDs are broken into classes with 
ranges 1-10 for Bus Current, 11-20 for Bus Voltage, 21-39 for Electronics Temperatures, 40-
59 for SIM Temperatures, and 60-69 SoloHI Hardware/Software. For details on Spacecraft 
Actions, please see Section 4.5.5. For SMOC actions, see Section 4.5.7. 

4.5.6.1 SoloHI Actions in Response to Spacecraft 

4.5.6.1.1 Spacewire LinkState Error 

Trigger: NIH0WSTA (SWLINKSTATE) .ne. RUN for two consecutive internal packets of 
10 sec cadence.  

Action: SoloHI restarts spacewire link on other port. 

4.5.6.1.2 Multiple Spacewire Link Retries 

Trigger: 4 spacewire link retries (100 seconds with NIH0WSTA .ne. RUN) 

Action: SoloHI commands itself to reboot. 

4.5.6.1.3 Impending Power-OFF 

Trigger: No Service 20 for 30 seconds (EIDA R-786). 

Action: Stop imaging operations (NIHDKCST = PAUSED) to avoid any incomplete images. 
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Table 4–11: SoloHI Autonomy Rules with Spacecraft Onboard Actions 

Rule 
ID 

Telemetry Pt 
Description 

Telemetry  
Mnemonic 

Event  
Code Threshold 

Condition 

Eval 
Interval 

(sec) 
Persist SoloHI Action SMOC Action (TBR) 

2 SoloHI  
Operational 
Current in  
[Not Annealing] 
Mode 

NIHDKP5I 302 
+2002 

> 0.60 A 30 6/10 - Stop SoloHI observing 
schedule 
- Issue TM(5,4) Event 
Message 
- Set "SoloHI Power OFF 
until Downlink" status in 
hwhk packet  
 

Prepare for SoloHI power-on. 

24 SCE Enclosure 
Temperature 

NIH0K3DT  324 
+2002 

> 50°C 90 4/6 - Issue TM(5,4) Event 
Message 
- Set "SoloHI Power OFF 
until Downlink" status in 
hwhk packet  

IF survival power is not on 
THEN turn on SoloHI survival 
power. 
Prepare for SoloHI power-on. 

29 SPS Enclosure 
Temperature 

NIH0K3ET  329 
+2002 

> 50°C 90 4/6 - Issue TM(5,4) Event 
Message 
- Set "SoloHI Power OFF 
until Downlink" status in 
hwhk packet  

IF survival power is not on 
THEN turn on SoloHI survival 
power. 
Prepare for SoloHI power-on. 

42 Lens Barrel 
Temperature 

NIHDK34T 342 
+2002 

> 40°C 10 4/6 - Issue TM(5,4) Event 
Message 
- Set "SoloHI Power OFF 
until Downlink" status in 
hwhk packet  

IF survival power is not on 
THEN turn on SoloHI survival 
power. 
Prepare for SoloHI power-on. 

63 Loss of SoloHI 
TM 

N/A N/A N/A  10, 145, 
215 

 
N/A 

 
Prepare for SoloHI power-on. 
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Table 4–12: SoloHI Autonomy Rules with SoloHI-only Onboard Actions 

Rule 
ID 

Telemetry Pt 
Description 

Telemetry Pt 
Mnemonic 

Event  
Code Threshold 

Condition 

Eval. 
Interval 

(sec) 
Persist SoloHI Onboard Action SMOC Action (TBR) 

1 SoloHI  
Operational 
Current 
[Not Annealing] 
Mode 

NIHDKP5I 301 
+1800 

> 0.60 A 2 3/5 - Stop SoloHI observing 
schedule 
- Run Electrical 
Diagnostics functional 
test.  
- Issue TM(5,3) Event 
Message 

 
Check SoloHI bus current. 

3 SoloHI  
Operational 
Current 
Detector 
Annealing  
Mode 

NIHDKP5I 303 
+1800 

> 0.90 A 2 3/5 - Turn off SIM detector 
annealing heater  
- Run Electrical 
Diagnostics functional 
test.  
- Issue TM(5,3) Event 
Message 

 
Check SoloHI bus current. 

4 +3.3  
Secondary 
Power 
Current 

SPS_33SVI 304 
+1800 

> 0.30 A 2 3/5 - Stop SoloHI observing 
schedule 
- Run Electrical 
Diagnostics functional 
test.  
- Issue TM(5,3) Event 
Message 

 
Check SoloHI bus current. 

5 +5  
Secondary 
Power 
Current 

SPS_+5SVI 305 
+1800 

> 0.18 A 2 3/5 - Stop SoloHI observing 
schedule 
- Run Electrical 
Diagnostics functional 
test.  
- Issue TM(5,3) Event 
Message 

Check SoloHI bus current. 
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Rule 
ID 

Telemetry Pt 
Description 

Telemetry Pt 
Mnemonic 

Event  
Code Threshold 

Condition 

Eval. 
Interval 

(sec) 
Persist SoloHI Onboard Action SMOC Action (TBR) 

6 -5  
Secondary 
Power 
Current 

SPS_-5SVI 306 
+1800 

> 0.18 A 2 3/5 - Stop SoloHI observing 
schedule 
- Run Electrical 
Diagnostics functional 
test.  
- Issue TM(5,3) Event 
Message 

Check SoloHI bus current. 

11 SoloHI  
Operational Bus 
Voltage 

NIHDKP6V 311 
+1800 

< 26 V 60 6/10 - Stop SoloHI observing 
schedule 
- Run Electrical 
Diagnostics functional 
test.  
- Issue TM(5,3) Event 
Message 

 Check SoloHI bus voltage. 

20 SCE  
Processor Card 
Temperature 

SIM_PCT 320 
+1800 

> 65°C 30 4/6 - Stop SoloHI observing 
schedule and flight 
software image 
processing 
- Issue TM(5,3) event 
message 

Send command to disable 
SCE heater (ZIHHHEAT).  

21 SCE  
Camera Card  
Temperature 

NIHDK31T 321 
+1800 

> 65°C 30 4/6 - Stop SoloHI observing 
schedule 
- Issue TM(5,3) Event 
Message 

Send command to disable 
SCE heater (ZIHHHEAT). 

22 Detector  
Readout Board 
Temperature 

NIHDK32T 322 
+1800 

> 50°C 30 4/6 - Stop SoloHI observing 
schedule 
- Issue TM(5,3) Event 
Message 

Send commands to disable 
SCE, DETOPS, and ANNEAL 
heaters (ZIHHHEAT). 

25 SPS  
Relay 
Electronics Card 
Temperature 

NIHDKP3T 325 
+1800 

> 65°C 30 4/6 - Stop SoloHI observing 
schedule 
- Issue TM(5,3) Event 
Message 

Send command to disable 
SPS heater (ZIHHHEAT). 
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Rule 
ID 

Telemetry Pt 
Description 

Telemetry Pt 
Mnemonic 

Event  
Code Threshold 

Condition 

Eval. 
Interval 

(sec) 
Persist SoloHI Onboard Action SMOC Action (TBR) 

26 SPS  
Power 
Electronics Card 
Temperature 

NIHDKP4T 326 
+1800 

> 65°C 30 4/6 - Stop SoloHI observing 
schedule 
- Issue TM(5,3) Event 
Message 

Send command to disable 
SPS heater (ZIHHHEAT). 

27 SPS Enclosure 
Temperature 

SPS_ENCLT 
TBD 

327 
+1800 

> 45°C 90 4/6 - Turn off SPS 
operational heater 
- Issue TM(5,3) Event 
Message 

Standard response.  

30 SIM  
FPA Heat Sink 
Temperature 

NIHDKC7T   330 
+1800 

> 50°C 60 4/6 - Turn off SIM FPA Heat 
Sink annealing heater 
- Issue TM(5,3) Event 
Message 

Standard response. 

31 SIM  
Door Latch  
Release 
Mechanism 
Temperature 

NIHDK37T 331 
+1800 

> 50°C 60 4/6 - Turn off SIM Door 
Mechanism deployment 
heater 
- Issue TM(5,3) Event 
Message 

Standard response. 

40 Lens Barrel 
Temperature 

NIHDK34T 340 
+1800 

> 30°C 10 4/6 - Turn off SIM Lens 
Barrel Assembly 
operational heater 
- Issue TM(5,3) Event 
Message 

Standard response.  

60 Hardware/ 
Software Error 
(TBD) 

SIM_SWE 
TBD 

360 
+1800 

TRUE 10 3/5 - Perform SCE Soft 
Reset 
- Issue TM(5,3) Event 
Message 

IF SoloHI is not powered, 
THEN power-on SoloHI. 

62 Loss of  
Spacecraft 
Service 20 
(impending 
power-off) 

 362 
+1800 

TRUE 1 10/10 - Issue TM(5,3) Event 
Message 

Verify correct operation of 
Service 20 from spacecraft. 
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Rule 
ID 

Telemetry Pt 
Description 

Telemetry Pt 
Mnemonic 

Event  
Code Threshold 

Condition 

Eval. 
Interval 

(sec) 
Persist SoloHI Onboard Action SMOC Action (TBR) 

64 SpW LinkState 
Error 

NIH0WSTA TBD NE “RUN” 20 2 Switch SpaceWire link 
and retry. 
Issue TM(5,3) Event 
Message. 

Verify correct operation of 
spacecraft SpaceWire sub-
system. 

65 Multiple SpW 
Link Retries 

NIH0WSTA TBD NE “RUN” 100 10 - Perform SCE Soft 
Reset 
- Issue TM(5,3) Event 
Message 

IF SoloHI is not powered, 
THEN power-on SoloHI. 
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4.5.7 SMOC Ground Response To SoloHI FDIR 

Upon firing of any of the autonomy rules, the SMOC should contact the SoloHI operations 
team at NRL SPDC as soon as practical. The general response by NRL is to analyze logs and 
telemetry. The SoloHI team will be interested in all SoloHI telemetry, and related spacecraft 
telemetry, which is available. This includes Service 5 event packets, Service 3 summary 
housekeeping packets, high-rate diagnostic telemetry (SPID=56317, 56336), and spacecraft 
measured SoloHI bus current and SoloHI temperatures. If practical, tests on the SoloHI DM 
may be run and results of these tests analyzed.  

If a temperature autonomy rule triggers then the SMOC operations team should generate 
temperature plots of spacecraft-monitored thermistors over both long and short periods. Since 
one of the possible actions to reduce temperature is to stop observing, the status of the 
observing program should be verified by looking at generation of Service 21 telemetry and 
also by the instrument mode indicator NIHDKCST in TM(3,25) SPID=56316.  

Corrective actions and tests to be run shall be agreed upon by the SoloHI instrument team 
and the SMOC. These will be specified in the SoloHI Instrument User Manual. Possible tests 
include memory dumps, test images and test schedules. Possible actions include table 
uploads, parameter changes, enabling/disabling of autonomy rules and altering observing 
schedules.  

4.5.8 Response to Autonomous SoloHI Power-Off 

If SoloHI has been powered off due to a request from SoloHI or due to spacecraft FDIR, the 
first step in returning to operations will be to power on SoloHI using solohi001 
power_on.fcp. Upon power-on, all autonomy states will be nominal. Attention should be 
given to the subsystem and telemetry that fired the original autonomy rule. This information 
should be available in the event message from SoloHI that contained the power-off request. 

If the condition that caused the previous autonomous power-off is still present, the autonomy 
rule will fire again as specified in its definition above. If this is the case, it may be necessary 
for the spacecraft to temporarily disable its response to SoloHI request for power-off, in order 
that SoloHI remain on long enough to diagnose and fix the problem. 

4.5.9 Response to Unplanned Interruption of Observations 

If the SoloHI instrument is determined to be in a nominal state (no limit violations) and 
NIHDKCST = PAUSED, normal observing may be initiated at any time by running 
solohi007 start_mram_timeline.fcp. Observations will commence according to the timeline 
stored in non-volatile memory; camera operations may or may not start immediately. 
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4.6 Operations Plan and Instrument Configuration per Mission Phase 

Table 4–13 shows the nominal operational strategy for SoloHI at each of the mission phases 
identified in the CReMA (Issue 3, Revision 1) for October 2018 launch. During the launch, 
early operations and cruise phase, the SoloHI door will remain closed to permit outgassing of 
the instrument and the surrounding spacecraft volume and to keep the instrument 
temperatures within survival limits with minimal power consumption. Only minimal 
operations are anticipated during this phase, consisting of initial turn-on of electronics and 
camera subsystems and flight software checkout. Door-closed commissioning operations will 
be conducted during selected periods in the first 90 days following LEOP and during the 
cruise phase, when available telemetry, spacecraft power and other resources permit. (For 
example, we anticipate that instrument operations will not always be possible during the 
cruise phase.) The SoloHI door will open 1 – 7 months prior to start of the Nominal Science 
Phase. After open-door commissioning activities, routine observations designed to meet the 
science objectives will begin. 

Table 4–13: Nominal Operational Strategy for Each Mission Phase 

Mission Phase Start Duration SoloHI Operations 
Launch and Early Operations 
(LEOP) 

Launch 7 days Off 

Near Earth Commissioning 
Phase (NECP) 

L+7 90 days Turn-on and instrument checkout 

Cruise Phase GAM V1 3 years Housekeeping or off 
SoloHI Commissioning L+1168 days 5 days Open one-shot door and commissioning  
Nominal Science Phase Perih 5 3.3 years Synoptic and tailored science observations 
Extended Science Phase Perih 12 2.3 years Synoptic and tailored science observations 

For ALL mission phases and operations, it is assumed that the spacecraft powered survival 
heaters are ON and their thermistors are being actively monitored.  

4.6.1 LAUNCH CONFIGURATION 

SoloHI is OFF. 

4.6.2 LAUNCH AND EARLY ORBIT PHASE  

SoloHI remains off. Monitor SoloHI temperatures read by spacecraft. 

4.6.3 NEAR-EARTH COMMISSIONING PHASE  

There are two commissioning phases planned for SoloHI: Activation and door-closed 
checkout of SoloHI, and instrument commissioning after opening of the one-shot door. Here, 
the SoloHI Activation and door-closed checkout are described. These activities are 
constrained by temperature and power. For turn-on, spacecraft monitored temperatures must 
be within limits. Power requirement varies from the nominal SoloHI power consumption 
primarily due to how spacecraft-sun distance affects heater duty cycles. 

This sequence will send down the equivalent of about 12 full images (~400 MByte), although 
more may be required. The duration of a single run-through of this sequence would be about 
2 hours for heater zone equilibration and about 5-10 min. for each image (assuming real-time 
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control) for a total of 4 hours. The imaging portion of the procedure will be commanded via a 
prepared schedule file that is uploaded. The imaging sequence will need to be repeated at 
least once. After receipt of the image telemetry and an opportunity for evaluation (1-2 days), 
SoloHI would like the opportunity to run through the sequence again. Depending on whether 
SoloHI has been powered off, the heater zone equilibration period may be unnecessary. 

1. Power On SoloHI 
2. Read all temperature monitors 
3. Read all status monitors 
4. Check out thermal control system 

a. Set operational temperature zones parameters 
b. Check temperatures and allow time to equilibrate 
c. Repeat a-b as necessary 

5. Check out camera 
a. Checkout Dark Image Acquisition 

i. Set camera parameters 
ii. Acquire and readout of single image (0 sec exposure) 

iii. Evaluate image and HK monitors 
iv. Acquire and readout of single image (60 sec exposure) 
v. Evaluate image and HK monitors 

b. Checkout LED Calibration Lamp Image 
i. Set camera parameters 

ii. Acquire and readout LED-1 Cal Lamp Image 
iii. Evaluate image and HK monitors 
iv. Acquire and readout LED-2 Cal Lamp Image 
v. Evaluate image and HK monitors 

vi. Acquire and readout LED-1&2 Cal Lamp Image 
vii. Evaluate image and HK monitors 

c. Perform Photon transfer Curve Sequence on Individual Row 
i. Set camera parameters 

ii. Acquire and readout PTC image rows 
iii. Evaluate PTC rows 
iv. Repeat i-iii for selected rows 

d. Check Image Summation Capability 
i. Set camera parameters 

ii. Perform sum of 30 60 sec (tbc) images 
iii. Downlink images 

e. Check Scheduling Capability 
i. Upload image scheduling file 

ii. Evaluate scheduled image 
f. Check Image Compression 

i. Acquire image 
ii. Transmit image with no compression 

iii. Transmit same image with compression 
iv. Evaluate image and HK 

4.6.4 CRUISE PHASE  

The SoloHI one-shot door will be closed during most of the cruise phase.  Periodically an 
aliveness check will be performed, in which a few LED calibration lamp images will be 
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taken. The SoloHI door will open 1 – 7 months prior to start of the Nominal Mission Phase. 
After opening of our door there will be instrument commissioning. 

4.6.4.1 SoloHI Door-Open Commissioning  

Due to previously mentioned constraints, the SoloHI one-shot door will not be opened until 
near the end of the Cruise Phase. (Reference SHI.EIDB.69 and 71.) The observations at 
instrument commissioning will include the activities described in 4.6.3 (NECP) and section 
4.6.5.1 (Calibration and Engineering Activities). In addition: 

A spacecraft off-point in the 4 cardinal directions (+/-X, +/- Y) of >1 (TBD) degrees would 
enable a determination of the alignment of the heat shield to the SoloHI instrument, as well 
as the sensitivity of the instrument to off-points of the spacecraft from disk center at 
perihelion, which will modify the stray light pattern on the detector. This off-point should be 
done in steps around nominal pointing at the scale of the heat shield alignment requirement, 
then 20 arcmin steps up to 4 degrees. A dwell of TBD minutes at each off-point position for 
detector exposure will be required. 

A set of solar array rotations (from nominal position normal to the Sun vector to 20°, in steps 
of 10°, both clockwise and counterclockwise directions- TBD) will be used to evaluate the 
stray light contribution to the SoloHI images and determine whether science operations are 
possible at a given solar array rotation angle. This procedure is necessary only during 
instrument commissioning.  As an alternative to looking at all the solar array rotations at 
once, a series of calibration images could be taken at specific TBD points during the whole 
expected range of solar array angles. This sequence will be required to finalize the constraint 
mentioned in section 4.2.2.2.2. 

4.6.5 NOMINAL MISSION PHASE / EXTENDED MISSION PHASE  

4.6.5.1 Calibrations and Engineering Activities 

The SoloHI science payload shall perform a photometric calibration sequence before and 
after the each observation period as resources permit, but at least twice per orbit. This 
calibration will require SoloHI measurements of a visible light calibration star. Based on the 
wide FOV of the SoloHI instrument, no spacecraft maneuver is required to capture a standard 
set of calibration stars, similar to those used for the LASCO and SECCHI on-orbit 
calibrations. The purpose of the SoloHI photometric calibration is to measure the SoloHI 
telescope throughput loss during the mission. The final photometric calibration using the 
standard stars is accurate to ~3%, which is well within the photometric accuracy 
requirements of 5% at the inner FOV and 20% for the outer FOV of SoloHI Full Frame 
images. 

At least once per orbit before the Remote Sensing Windows, the SoloHI detector needs to 
undergo an annealing process. (Reference SHI.EIDB.72.) After the 12-24 hour detector 
annealing a series of exposures should be taken to re-calibrate the device.  The calibration 
exposures could be accomplished within hours.  This calibration will be requested by the 
SoloHI team and may require upload of schedule files and/or parameter files prior to 
execution, as described in section 4.2.4. A single calibration sequence will consist of dark 
images, LED calibration lamp images, a nominal exposure image and a PTC calibration 
sequence.  These may be image sums rather than a single image.  The number of images 
downlinked will be 8 (~200 Mbyte).  We expect the pointing to be nominal, although it can 
be relaxed for the dark and LED images. Total duration of this set of calibration images 
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would be about 30 minutes for normal operations. The timing of this calibration should allow 
for receiving the calibration data, analysis (2 days), and sending commands before start of the 
observation window. A roll maneuver would be desirable, but is not required.   

A roll of 90⁰ to point the instrument to the north or south ecliptic pole at about the same 
frequency of the annealing would be useful to evaluate the evolution of stray light in the 
instrument.  At the polar locations, the scene intensity is greatly reduced, but it is also 
different than the ecliptic scene.  The combination of the polar and equatorial scenes would 
allow us to identify the “true” stray light level.  The S/C should dwell at the pole for about 20 
minutes to allow an accumulation of images to be performed.   

At least once per year the on-orbit alignment of the SIM boresight to Solar Orbiter star 
tracker shall be determined. This is accomplished by comparing star patterns in images from 
the SoloHI instrument and star tracker, which are captured simultaneously. (Reference  
SHI.EIDB.73.) 

Power requirements for calibration observing activities are slightly less than nominal (< 
average) operations. Any variation in power needed is primarily due to heater duty cycle, 
which depends on distance from the sun.  

4.6.5.2 Routine Science Operations 

The SoloHI baseline observing program will be designed to satisfy the observing program 
requirements in the SoloHI Baseline science measurement requirements and to satisfy the 
SoloHI telemetry allocation, currently 53.2 Gbits per orbit. The standard mode of operations 
will be to take short exposures (up to 30 seconds) and sum up to N individual exposures on 
board, with cosmic ray scrubbing carried out on each image. The techniques that will be used 
for on-board image summing and scrubbing have been developed and validated on SECCHI. 
Nominally, the SoloHI will be operated during three separate 10-day periods during each 
approximately 168-day orbit (30 days per orbit). Data will be stored on the onboard recorder 
for transmission to the ground during the expected daily four-hour contact period. Highly 
compressed subsets of the science data may be provided as a quick-look preview (TBC) 
when spacecraft operations allow. 

There are 8 orbits (with 8 perihelion passages) in the nominal Baseline Science Mission and 
an additional 8 orbits (with 8 perihelion passages) in the nominal Extended Science Mission. 
If these 16 orbits are plotted as a function of the instrument distance from the sun and the 
solar latitude, as shown in Figure 2, it is apparent that there are only 4 unique orbits in the 
combined Solar Orbiter baseline and extended science missions. Specifically, there are 2 
unique orbits for the Baseline science mission (Orbits I and II) and 2 unique orbits for the 
extended science mission (Orbits III and IV). 

Nominally the same set of synoptic observations will be taken during each orbit with similar 
characteristics. In addition to the synoptic observations, a number of critical periods have 
been identified during which we expect to increase the frequency and amount of SoloHI data 
above that contained in the baseline synoptic program. 

Many of the baseline science measurement requirements (including radial scene coverage, 
photometric accuracy, image cadence, and science observation days for the orbit and 
mission) are dependent on the instrument distance from the Sun and the solar latitude for the 
SoloHI instrument. For this reason, the observing program for each orbit will be divided into 
five regions based on the instrument distance from the Sun: 
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x Region 1 (Perihelion): 0.28 to 0.29 AU 
x Region 2 (Near Perihelion): 0.29 to 0.36 AU 
x Region 3 (Far Perihelion): 0.36 to 0.42 AU 
x Region 4 (Southern Out-of-Ecliptic): 0.42 to 0.50 AU 
x Region 5 (Northern Out-of-Ecliptic): 0.50 to 0.70 AU 

Observations near perihelion will focus on science objectives that benefit from higher spatial 
or temporal resolution. At this point in the orbit, the spacecraft will be nearly co-rotating with 
the Sun, so it will be possible to track individual structures in the SoloHI FOV for up to two 
weeks. Full resolution images will be obtained, and the field of view will be limited if 
necessary by transmitting only a portion of each image to the onboard recorder. 

The periods near maximum northern and southern heliolatitudes will be of particular interest 
for out-of-ecliptic observations of heliospheric structures. This will be particularly significant 
during the latter part of the nominal science phase, and during the extended science phase, 
when the orbit inclination increases. 

The SoloHI baseline observing program will be defined to repeat for each occurrence of the 
same unique orbit. Therefore, a SoloHI baseline observing program will be defined for Orbit 
I and will be executed for orbits I through IV of the Baseline Science Mission. A second 
SoloHI baseline observing program will be defined for Orbit II that will be executed for 
orbits V through VIII of the Baseline Science Mission. 

Special configurations of interest will occur at quadrature, and conjunction with one or more 
other heliospheric probes such as Solar Probe Plus or Bepi-Colombo. (Quadrature occurs 
when the probe lies on or near the Thomson surface.) Additional observations may be 
scheduled during these periods and during other periods of joint operations between multiple 
missions. 

Prior to each observing period, update of onboard files will be required as described in 
section 4.2.4. 

The science observing timeline is generated by the SoloHI Image Planning & Scheduling 
Tool (IPST).  This takes into account image parameters, such as exposure time, readout 
coordinates, degree of compression, number of summed images, etc.  Also included in this 
tool are the times of maneuvers and other constraints that must be considered when 
developing a schedule.  An output of the tool is the schedule file to be sent to the SoloHI 
instrument (via the SSOC) as well as the data volume and the power profile. As mentioned 
earlier, onboard autonomy will ensure that overall output telemetry for a given period does 
not exceed the SoloHI allocation. 

4.7 Instrument Performance Evolution 

The details of calibration to account for these effects are described in Section 4.6.5.1. 

The white light instrument, LASCO, currently flying on the Solar and Heliospheric 
Observatory (SOHO), and launched in 1995, has experienced a degradation of throughput of 
about 0.5%/year.  This was determined by measuring the brightness of stars that transit the 
field during normal operations and comparing the absolute brightness of an individual star 
from one year to the next.  No particular modification to operational requirements is foreseen 
for this degradation source. A photometric calibration to quantify this effect is described in 
Section 4.6.5.1. 
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The APS detector will experience displacement damage in the lattice structure of the silicon 
device due to energetic particles from solar flares, galactic cosmic rays or CME shocks. This 
damage will increase the dark current and decrease the efficiency to transfer charge produced 
by the incident photons from the collecting site in the pixel to the circuit that converts charge 
to voltage.  Both of these effects can be partially reversed and the performance can be 
restored to the EOL requirement by turning on a heater built into the detector assembly and 
heating the device to at least 20 C.  This annealing process is described in Section 4.6.5.1. 
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5 INSTRUMENT FLIGHT OPERATIONS PROCEDURES 

This section will define all procedures required for operation of the instrument in-flight, 
including the nominal, contingency and commissioning procedures for the instrument. 

Procedures defined in this section of the instrument User Manual will be converted by ESOC 
into procedures as part of the Flight Operations Plan (FOP). The FOP will include a specific 
volume for each instrument, with the following flight procedure categories: 

- nominal flight control procedure (FCP) 

- contingency recovery procedures (CRP) 

- commissioning procedures (COM) 

As an introduction a list of instrument procedures shall be provided including the procedure 
number, name and issue/revision. 

The individual procedures will then follow in order of the procedure number. For each 
procedure the following shall be provided: 

1. procedure number (according to a self-consistent naming convention which includes 
the instrument acronym); procedure name and issue/revision; 

2. an introduction describing the purpose of the procedure, the mission phase(s) or 
conditions when applicable and the expected procedure duration; 

3. a flow diagram indicating any logical branching and including the estimated power 
consumption and generated data rate at each step; 

4. pre-requisites for the procedure including the following where applicable: 

• Satellite system-level or instrument-level pre-requisites (e.g. attitude requirements; 
configuration and resource requirements, such as power demands, heat-shield door status ). 
This should be consistent with the constraints as described in section 4.2 above. 

• Ground system pre-requisites, including needs for manual execution of the procedure 
where required. 

• Required inputs, e.g. configuration tables, SW files, parameter values etc. 

• If any additional personnel support is required, e.g. PI team oversight. 

5. the body of the procedure, structured according to operational steps. For each step 
the following shall be included: 

• pre-conditions for the start of the step defining, where applicable, required values of 
TM parameters, timing constraints, as well as any additional pre-requisites on the spacecraft 
or ground segment specific to this step (i.e. in addition to those listed under point 4); 

• telecommands to be sent; 

• telemetry data to be monitored to verify correct execution of the step; 

• interrelationships between steps (e.g. conditional branching within the procedure, 
timing requirements or constraints, hold and check points); 
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• conditions for completion of the step. 

5.1 Nominal Flight Control Procedures (.fcp) 

This section shall define all procedures required to perform routine instrument operations. 
Procedures contained in this section shall include the following types: 

• All “toolbox” procedures, i.e. basic single-step procedures which can also be used to 
build more complex procedures, e.g. individual mode change procedures. 

• Procedures for essential instrument operations. In particular, this section shall 
include the nominal instrument switch-on; switch-off and all routine mode switching 
procedures. 

• Procedures to be used routinely during the Nominal Mission Phase and Extended 
Mission Phase. This includes procedures for instrument configuration, science data 
acquisition, science data processing, as well as routine engineering and calibration 
procedures (e.g. annealing, SW maintenance). For those procedures which incorporate TC 
sequences which may be included in the Mission Timeline, all telecommands included in the 
TC sequence must have a delta-release time with respect to the previous command in the 
sequence. 
 

5.1.1 solohi001 power_on.fcp, v01 

As part of the normal power-up sequence, the Solar Orbiter spacecraft shall verify that the 
SoloHI electronics and optics are within their operational temperature limits before switching 
the SoloHI operational power. There are three spacecraft-monitored thermistors (on the SCE 
enclosure, the SPS enclosure, and the Lens Barrel Assembly).  

; POWER ON procedure for Unit X where X=[A or B] and Y = not X 

TM,solohi bus current A,LIMIT,-0.05,0.05  
TM,solohi bus current B,LIMIT,-0.05,0.05  
TM,HPCstat A,EQUAL,OFF 
TM,HPCstat B,EQUAL,OFF 
TC,ZCSD11A2,PCSB0036,UNIT_X 
TM,HPCstat X,EQUAL,ON 
TM,HPCstat Y,EQUAL,OFF 
TM,solohi bus current X,LIMIT,0.1,0.35  
TM,solohi bus current Y,LIMIT,-0.05,0.05  

; WAIT up to 130 seconds from power-on 

; UNTIL periodic telemetry from SoloHI is being generated to OBC: 

TM,YIH56316.sequenceCount,TINCREMENTS 

; request service 20 at 1 Hz: 

TC,ZCD2Z016,PCD14012,8 

: WAIT  UNTIL boot success packet is generated: 
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TM,NIH0ECOD,EQUAL,4 

; OR 

TM, NIHGKPRE, EQUAL, 0xFFFF   ; (SSMM only) 

; Send TC(9,129) to set time: 

TC,ZCD00982,PCD09821,82,PCD09822,0 

; Verify successful boot: 

TM, NIHGKPRE, EQUAL, 0xFFFF   ; (SSMM only) 

; AND 

TM,NIH0TBL3,EQUAL,0 .or. 0xC0000000   ; (SSMM only) 

; AND 

TM,NIH0TBL6,EQUAL,0xC0000000 .or. 0x000ca000 ; (SSMM only) 

 

5.1.2 solohi002 power_off.fcp, v01 

; POWER OFF procedure for Unit X where X=[A or B]  

; WAIT 150 seconds from power-on 

; UNTIL TM,NIH0ECOD,EQUAL,4 

TC,ZCSD11A3,PCSB0036,UNIT_X 
TM,HPCstat A,EQUAL,OFF 
TM,HPCstat B,EQUAL,OFF 
TM,solohi bus current A,LIMIT,-0.05,0.05  
TM,solohi bus current B,LIMIT,-0.05,0.05  

 

5.1.3 solohi003 uploadfile.fcp, v01 

NRL:  
Use ground script gen_solohi_load.pl (TBD) to  

1. Convert file into CPIO format 
2. Parse into command arguments of /FMLOAD (cmd ZIHFLOAD) 
3. Generate a Command Request File 

Transmit CRF to SMOC or SSOC as part of agreed procedure. 
 
SMOC: 
Execute CRF at next opportunity. 
 
Success criteria: 
Increment of NIH0FNFI ; (SSMM only) 
 -or-  
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Execution completion packet (Service 1) for each ZIHFLOAD instance. 

5.1.4 solohi004 getdirlist.fcp, v01 

TC, ZIHFLSDI, PIHFDIRE, <40-byte octet string representing [temp,ram,image]> 

; WAIT UNTIL command execution success report 

TC, ZIHXEXFL, PIHFFILE, <40-byte octet string representing “temp/dirlist.txt”> 

; Utilize ITOS file_capture program to convert resulting packet (ApID=1333) into a text file. 
; Look at text file, nominally “captures/temp/dirlist.txt”. See Section 2.5.7. Export File. 

5.1.5 solohi005 memfiledump.fcp, v01 

; Example parameters indicated for downloading 2048 bytes from SDRAM: 

TC, ZIHMFDMP, PIHMTYPE, SDRAM, PIHMADDR, 0x40008000, PIHMBYT4, 
2048, PIHFFILE, <40-byte octet string representing “temp/sdramdmp.img”> 

; WAIT UNTIL command execution success report 

; Utilize ITOS file_capture program to convert resulting packet (ApID=1333) into a text file. 
; Look at text file specified in command: “captures/temp/sdramdmp.img”. See Section 2.5.7. 
Export File. 

5.1.6 solohi006 anneal.fcp, v01 

; Enable annealing heater which has set point on datavault, then change set point of detector 
ops heater. 

TC,ZIHHHEAT,PIHHHCMD=ENABLE,PIHHHTRN=ANNEAL 

; WAIT (TBD minutes) UNTIL (NIHDKAHS .eq. ON) 

TC,ZIHHVLTT, PIHHVZON=DETOPS, PIHHVPAR=DEG_C_TIMES100, 
PIHHVVAL=3000 

; WAIT UNTIL (NIH0K36T .ge. 30) 

; WAIT (TBD minutes) 

TC,ZIHHHEAT,PIHHHCMD=DISABLE,PIHHHTRN=ANNEAL 

; WAIT (TBD minutes) UNTIL (NIHDKAHS .eq. OFF) 

TC,ZIHHVLTT, PIHHVZON=DETOPS, PIHHVPAR=DEG_C_TIMES100, 
PIHHVVAL=-6000 

5.1.7 solohi007 start_mram_timeline.fcp, v01 

; The command parameter is a filename in MRAM (NVRAM, ram/) that contains absolute 
times. Depending on these times, observing may not start immediately. 

 TC,ZIHSESCH,PIHFFILE=”default.sch” 
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5.1.8 Solohi008 start_observing.fcp, v01 

; The command parameter is a filename in MRAM that contains relative times. Observations 
will start immediately. 

TC,TZIHSESCH,PIHFFILE=”perihsub.sch” 

5.1.9 Solohi009 maint2obshk.fcp, v01 

; This command increases HK telemetry to nominal 500bps (see section 4.3.2.2). 

TC,ZIHHOBSM 

5.1.10 Solohi010 obshk2maint.fcp, v01 

; This command decreases HK telemetry to 50bps (see section 4.3.2.1). If there are any 
observations occurring, they are also stopped (paused). 

TC,ZIHHMAIM 

5.1.11 Solohi011 start_temp_timeline.fcp, v01 

; The command parameter is a filename in SDRAM (temp/) that contains absolute times. 
Depending on these times, observing may not start immediately. 

TC, ZIHSSCHD, PIHFFILE=”newsched.sch” 

 

 

5.1.12 Etc. 
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5.2 Contingency Recovery Procedures (.crp) 
Contingency procedures shall be defined for each (time and safety critical) failure condition 
identified in the subsystem failure analysis (based on FMEA and FTA). Where the recovery 
method for a failure or group of failures is mode, mission, or phase dependent, separate 
procedures shall be included for each mode/mission phase (e.g. NECP, NMP etc.). 

The procedures defined in this section will normally be executed by ESOC upon detection 
of an anomalous behaviour and/or upon request from the instrument team, in case non-
nominal operations are required which are not covered by the Flight Control Procedures 
above. 

Procedures defined in this section shall include as a minimum: 
• manual switch-off 
• manual switch-on 
• emergency switch-off 
 

5.2.1 solohi701 emergency_off.crp, v01 

TC,ZCSD11A2,PCSB0036,UNIT_A 
TC,ZCSD11A2,PCSB0036,UNIT_B 
TM,HPCstat A,EQUAL,OFF 
TM,HPCstat B,EQUAL,OFF 
TM,solohi bus current A,LIMIT,-0.05,0.05  
TM,solohi bus current B,LIMIT,-0.05,0.05  
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5.3 Commissioning Phase Procedures (.cmp) 
This section shall define procedures required to perform in-flight tests during LEOP, NECP 
and CP, in case special operations are required which are not covered by Flight Control 
Procedures above. 

As a minimum, this section shall include all procedures specific to these phases for which 
additional verification steps or configuration activities may be required i.e.: 

• initial check-out after launch (possibly only TM checks with no commanding) 
• initial activation 
• mechanisms deployment 
• initial annealing 
• outgassing 
• first light acquisition 

These procedures shall be run manually from ground. 
Procedures defined in the previous sections do not need to be repeated here (e.g. mode 
switching, switch-on, switch-off) 

and may be called from these procedures. 

5.3.1 solohi801 activation.cmp, v01 

; 1. Power On SoloHI 

power_on.fcp 

; 2. Trend all temperatures and current 
; 3. Read all status monitors 
; a.  Verify all packets are being generated nominally. 
; b. Check for limit violations.  
; 4. Check out thermal control system 
;  a. SoloHI should boot with correct settings that were set before launch 
; b. Enable heaters. 

TC,ZIHHENAB 

;  b. Clear integral sums and allow time to equilibrate 

TC,ZIHHHEAT,PIHHHCMD=CLEAR_INTEG_SUM,PIHHHTRN=DETOPS 
TC,ZIHHHEAT,PIHHHCMD=CLEAR_INTEG_SUM,PIHHHTRN=SCE 
TC,ZIHHHEAT,PIHHHCMD=CLEAR_INTEG_SUM,PIHHHTRN=SPS 
TC,ZIHHHEAT,PIHHHCMD=CLEAR_INTEG_SUM,PIHHHTRN=LENS 

;  c. Repeat b as necessary 
; 5. Check out camera 
; a. Checkout Dark Image Acquisition 
;  i. Set camera parameters 
;  ii. Acquire and readout of single image (0 sec exposure) 
;  iii. Evaluate image and HK monitors 
;  iv. Acquire and readout of single image (60 sec exposure) 
;  v. Evaluate image and HK monitors 
; b. Checkout LED Calibration Lamp Image 
;  i. Set camera parameters 
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;  ii. Acquire and readout LED-1 Cal Lamp Image 
;  iii. Evaluate image and HK monitors 
;  iv. Acquire and readout LED-2 Cal Lamp Image 
;  v. Evaluate image and HK monitors 
;  vi. Acquire and readout LED-1&2 Cal Lamp Image 
;  vii. Evaluate image and HK monitors 
; c. Perform Photon transfer Curve Sequence on Individual Row 
;  i. Set camera parameters 
;  ii. Acquire and readout PTC image rows 
;  iii. Evaluate PTC rows 
;  iv. Repeat i-iii for selected rows 
; d. Check Image Summation Capability 
;  i. Set camera parameters 
;  ii. Perform sum of 30 60 sec (tbc) images 
;  iii. Downlink images 
; e. Check Scheduling Capability 
;  i. Upload image scheduling file 
;  ii. Evaluate scheduled image 
; f. Check Image Compression 
;  i. Acquire image 
;  ii. Transmit image with no compression 
;  iii. Transmit same image with compression 
;  iv. Evaluate image and HK 
; Run turnon_camera_check.sch schedule file in MRAM 

TC,ZIHSSCHD,FILE=”ram/turnon.sch” 

5.3.2 solohi802 open_door.cmp, v01 

; Warm door mechanism to activation temperature, then activate door release mechanism. 

TC,ZIHHHEAT,PIHHHCMD=ENABLE,PIHHHTRN=DOOR 

; WAIT UNTIL (NIHDKDHS .eq. ON) 

; WAIT UNTIL (NIH0K37T.ge. TBD) 

; WAIT (TBD minutes)  

TC,ZIHHARMD 

; Note: CRITICAL COMMAND! 

TC,ZIHHDOOR,PIHHDOOR=NOMINAL 

; WAIT UNTIL (NIHDKDNC .eq. OPEN) 

; Monitor SoloHI temperatures. 
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6 APPENDIX A INSTRUMENT TM/TC ICD 

The description of individual commands and telemetry is a set of HTML files.  A description 
of these is found in SSD-ICD-SOLOHI-004. If the accompanying ZIP file is available, it and 
the TM/TC index may be accessed via ./SoloHI_Vxxxx/IDB/public_html/index.html. 

7 APPENDIX B INSTRUMENT DATA SHEETS 
 

 

7.1 APPENDIX C MECHANICAL INTERFACE CONTROL DRAWINGS (FM 
version) 

N.B. This section can be left empty until final version is issued at instrument FAR. 
 

 

8 APPENDIX D THERMAL INTERFACE CONTROL DRAWINGS (FM version) 
N.B. This section can be left empty until final version is issued at instrument FAR. 

 

 

9 APPENDIX E ELECTRICAL INTERFACE CONTROL DRAWINGS (FM version) 
N.B. This section can be left empty until final version is issued at instrument FAR. 

 

 

10 APPENDIX F INSTRUMENT PICTURES 
This section shall contain pictures taken during inspections performed during AIT/AIV, including pictures 
showing the unit(s) mounted on the S/C flight model, including its harness. 

 

N.B. This section can be left empty until final version is issued at instrument FAR. 
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